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May 3, 1950 

Dr. Ne Py Schenker 
pee 4 '. acu ote a 

_ i wish to thank you for your note which you wrote before leaving the 
country, I hope you have had an interesting time and that I will see 
you soon again, I hope that you will be able to start production after your returns but whether or not you will be tied up completely in pro- 
duction, I need not say how happy I will be if you have some time to 

I am writing to you with regard to a specific problem and in the hope that you can help me. The Medical Film Institute has a contract to 
prepare a critical catalog on films applicable to cancer teaching, as 
i have told you before. I want to put this project on an international 
basis. For this purpose I am trying to find pertinent films in Europe. 
Could you please help me in this respect? I need not say that only 
films of scientific and teaching value, and of good cinematic quality are of interest. Moreover, for technical reasons, it would be desir- able that such films are available in lémm prints, since the 
tion and projection of 35mm prints would present great obstacles, as you 
know. If you can help us to find sources of such films and prepare a 
list of them, Dave and I would appreciate it greatly. 

I hope that you are doing well. Best regards from Margaret and myself to you and Mrs. Kunzli. . 

Cordially yours, 

Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D, 
AN: ERW
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Feb. 4, 1952 

Memo 

oe Medical Audio-Visual Institutes Drs. Ruhe and Nichtenhauser 
From: Erik Cripps and Marie L. Coleman | 

Subject: Cancer Film recommendations to State Dept. 

Excellent for foreigh language version. Treatment exceedingly 
simple and effective. Recommended, 

| Proposed changes: Faces which introduce film could be deleted 
as they are (1) Not necessarily identifiable to all audiences, (2) Purely 
negative, (3) Considerable extra production cost to put sm und on this 
section as they are post<sync. 

The points negatively made by faces are immediately and positively 
answered. Slight amplification of narrative, instead, would make points 
quite clearly. 

  

Photographically excellent, but far too long and confused, Makes 
unnecessary atristic trials unsuccessfully. Information and emotion 
admixed to detriment of each. 

A possible film by re-narrating which will eliminate conflicting 
sound levels, and drastic cutting which will achieve considerably more 
clear-cut production. The wonder, the metaphysical, whould be the last 
or penultimate sequence. Lab scenes sustain and with direct. natrational 
information should be most effective. , 

Not recommended without above changes. 

FROM ONE CELL 

An excellent example of a bad instructional film in that parts — 
especially the art work--are graphic and convincing, but as a whole the 
film fails in that no care has been taken in the script to enstre what 
has to be said, and to whom. The opening shots are overly-dramatie and 
only lead into a condensed description of mitosis ami cell division of 
paramecium, This is followed by statement of embrgology from fertilized 
ovum, blastosphene, embryo baby, growing child--all cursory, all without 
previous knowledge, all inadequately related and hence confusing. Follows 
a description of degeneration, regeneration of skin tissue from a cut. 
(The art work is excellent here and might. well be used in another film). 

 



‘A slide is then shown of striated muscle. If you recognize it, you 
wonder why. If you don't, it's waste footage. 

Finally cancer is mentioned. The preainble above is faf too 
discursive at variant levels ef knowledge and takes 3/4 to 5/6 of the 
film. Living cancer cells are shown, without annotation or diagram 
to help identify. To the layman this must be confusing and disjointedly 
disturbing. The information on "what" is so condensed after the previous 
seramble as to be difficult to absorb even if it is intelligible. The 
transition from normal regeneration to carcenogenic cells is not made 
clear and leaves one with the impression that unless a cut heals according 
to the normal procedure described, cancer sets in. Also, the lymph 
system, while mentioned as being vitally operative for transfer of 
eancer cells, is not explained. 

Although the film widens? to show what is being done technically, 
this is done weakly--just a few shots. The narrator suggests, with 
obvious finale inflection--that as with strep, etc., in the last few 
years, so with cancer in the future, 

Not, recommended. 

  

A dector, driving his car, surveying his town from a hill, 
walking, standing, sitting in his office, broods on the folly of 
mankind in not seeing the doctor in time, in going to quacks, etc. 
Boring, rambling, non-specific, deadly, worse than mediocre. 

Essentially, an educational film to alleviate anxiety and shame 

regarding cancer, Follows a woman from her initial suspicion to her 
visit to Am. Cancer Society, to doctor, to biopsy and negative findings, 
to volunteer work and experiences with Am. Cancer Society. To be useful 

film would have to be cut (beginning) and completely re-narrated, Final 
portion is designed for volunteer recruiting for ACS and as such would 
not be especially suitable for foreign efidiences. 

Not recommended. 

M1 
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NSTITUTS OF THE ASSOCT ATIOR AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGE:     

  
Sc bs es 0 es Gs 

on @ hill, looks at his town, sits down on the fender of his car, looks 
again over the hillside, During this time, his voice recites what he is 
thinking. Se thinks of the cancer patients who go too late te the doctor; 
that he would like to cal) ell pane Senior © te ee Se ee 

   
oy a ag pe ing eal me fom 
. eS oe & Oe Oey) ee ee ee 
the operat | POOR. She, too, was cured. A "businessman" ie seen being 

doctor, who says that he discovered early mouth cancer in 
him. Sek cebhenh te o20d to heue bean senensdieily equstel cote The 
See ee eS ee ne cate tion 

see physician every mon a check-up. ‘@ listing 
"Cancer's Seven Danger Signals" closes the film, ee

lp
 

  

4b dester drives qreud.in bis eer while ha veiee mervetes for 0 fall : 

only Wy « few brief scenes in mich people representing deoeaned of cured | 

ED SL AEN
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cancer patients are seen at home, at work, in the doctor's office, or 

ba 

PoOome 

 



MEDICAL AUDIO-VISUAL INSTITUTE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES 

Va ae i dees ee en ewe eee ns As “ee he RAE a Se ae i ere i a dietetic voikliset oo 3 ce. FG 

Order Not NY¥-LLSi7-(1))-52 

  
Sata ae Pe ee a 

a forest. mee ® Op under microscope an oe 

  

oa te 6 Geauing Of ts Stains beeen. A deodiad of 02 Glave, with labeled 
orgens, is show, then a baby, then a child, while the narration talk about 

and differentiation of the cells. That muscle celis are responsible 
 SEiGecan ab Uibeataahon We 4 eetaekd Geaiien of atthe ene, ca ae 

baseball-playing boys are seen it is stated that "all cells together make up — 
a living and thinking human being." Wext, the film takes up the fact that. 
“eelle do not last forever"; this is illustrated by an animated sequence 

| the structure and regeneration of the skin. One of the baseball~ 
playing boys cuts his finger, and animation sketches the formation of a 
blood clot and the regeneration of the lest body tissue, as a "result of 
eel] division." A leg, in animation, with a fading out blood vessel is seen, 
‘and then a boy with a leg cast, while the narration talks about. cell de~ 
generation due to reduction of blood supply. An old man and the shriveled 
skin of his hend are shown to illustrate the same point. Sometimes, celis 

> Se Soe Pe ae ie eee The narration speaks of 
the rapid growth and reproduction of cancer celis, illustrated by a cine-~- 
micrograph of such cells in tissue culture. Diagrens of various bedy organs 

A
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serve to illustrate the point thet cancer can grow “any place,” and the form- 
ation of metastases from a stomach cancer in the surrounding organs and lyaph 
nodes is diagramed. Jurtaposed histological sections of cells from 6 cancer~ 
ous stomach and from s lyeph node metastasis are used to emphasize that the 
"growth" in both is identical. Cancer posters follow each other rapidly. A 
micrescopist looks at what appears to be a cytological smear as the narration 
etates that “many new tests have been devised." A series of shote illustrat- 
ing "research" secompanies statements regarding its progress, the onslaught 
of science on cancer, ete., until "some dey cancer iteelf will be be conquered." 

contents The exact objectives of "From One Cell" are shrouded in mystery, 
apart from the fact that in the last one or two of its thirteen minutes the 
RN ee ee ee eer ata md ation te 
ee eel ot the deans. teawn ramming 048 Gionn te 

   

ool nea ees — West of these topics oe 

   tation: the presentation af the mihject mutters tron « correaponding 

ciok ‘conden “AAee™ enamnoethe uae ediiaating @ suaetia of eunee fren thn Sared> 
stream, the disjointed shots of the boys stiffly posing a basebell game. Ob- 
viously designed to create “human interest," these scenes make little sense in 

chpendy Siiidap vith the mbdenk “fhe narration remains on a generalising 
level, using popular—-and often vague—terms, and, on the whole, fails to 
interpret the more specific, though somewhat rapid images. The phases of the 
‘mitosis, for example, are labeled with such specialist terms as “Anaphase," 

® etc,, while the narration limits itself to speaking of "cell 
Guan The absence of expository treatment aay alse lead to crucial mis- 
understandings; the similarity in shape of the animation of the healing wound 
and of the growing cancer can create the idea in the uninitiated that unless 
a simple cut heals normally cancer sets in. The film becomes educationally 
most spurious when it presents cinemicrographs. Unlabeled, unmarked, and 
uninterpreted by the narration, they are unintelligible to the laynan. Yore~ 
suas shih auieie 40 Gaede? “illustrating” the statement that movement is 
caused by muscle action if what is shown is merely a stained section of 
striated mscle fibers? (Not to mention the fact that the inclusion of this 
tepic charecterizes the amorphous nature of the content.) The view of the 
tissue-culture celis is not only meaningless to the uninitiated but also mis- 
leading, insofar as it is not mentioned that the rapid cell divisions and 
movenents visible are due to their having been filmed in time-lapse. And it 
does not help understanding when some fussy cinemicrographs of primary and 
secondary cancer cells are accompanied by the words, "... we can see that the 
new growth is clearly the same type as the old.” 

 



ee 

veness: Hot only is it unclear what the film wants to teach, but also 
it is addressed. General lay groups will fail to understand what 

his film is for, apart from being told that cancer may be under control some 
day. They will J at animated drawings and cinemicrographs which pass too 
quickly and are not clearly explained, and they will soon tire and become 
confused. Senior high-school students, who have learned their biclogy lessons, 
will obtain a sketchy visualisation of some topics and be able to make out 
this or that detail. Biologists ani physicians who happen to view this film 
may, after some deliberation, conclude that it perhaps attempts to hint vaguely 
Se wT ciactok ont epeciah | facts and concepts——but not at all important 
ones-=that enter into a consideration of cancer formations; if so, even the 
professionals will wonder what the norma] embryonic development, or the 
baseball playing which expresses that “all cells together make up a living 
ani thinking human being,” has to do with the subject. : 

  

   
    

2ECOMMENDATIO 

In summery, it can be said that "From One Cell" is a bad educational 
film in general, ani hardly of any value as a cancer education film. 

February 23, 1952. 
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practically continuous } lasting 15 mimates, sudden end during peritoneal 

guture (end missing ?). only one jerk, during uterine suture, 

Camera in one rigid position in front of patient and at level of abdomen. 

Distance a Little too great, showing not only hands but also lower arms of operators, 

Very often the view is obstructed by hands, arms and shoulders, 

The titles indicate only the steps of the operation, like"closing the pertianems 

over uterine suture," but do not go into any explanation, technique, 

‘Orthochromatic film, wound and red parts almost black, which makes it very 

hard to discern the details, - 

wo organization of material attempted. ‘the operation is simply filmed, from 

beginning to end. —



16 Mme, Sound, b & Wey 1026 ft., min. 

TITLE SHEET 

BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICE 

presents 

"SOME ASPECTS OF ACCESSIBLE CANCERS" 

(Text see Film 1.) 

(4) BREAST 

. Principal Medical Advisers: 
WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL 7 

Sir Stanford Cade, KBE, O.B., FROS., MR.C.P, 

Ra Cox, M.B.E., F.R.C.S. 

FM, Allchin, M.B., B.8., D.M.R.E., FLFR, 
T.M, Prossor, B.Sc., F.R.C.S, (Edin.), D.M.R., D.MRT. 

THE ROYAL CANCER HOSPITAL: 

D.W. Smithers, M.De, M.R.C.P., DMR. 

R.C.B. Ledlie, F.R.C.S, 

AD. OfGonnor, M.Bey B.Ch., BeA.Os, DMR. 

AC.0.I. film made for 

THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH by 

Realist Film Unit 

Photography covsesess AsE. Jeakins 

Associate Producer .. Edgar Anstey 
Director ceccscencses dak FlLl1itt 

(Crown Copyright Reserved) 

 



Nearly 8000 women in England die every year from Cancer of 
the Breast. | 

Yet in the larger treatment centres where surgery and 
radiotherapy are employed to best advantage, nearly 80% of 
the patients treated in the earliest stages of the disease 
are alive and well 5 years afterwards. : 

But of ALL patients treated, however advanced the disease, 
only 30% survive 5 years. 

The immediate problem therefore is not only the discovery 
of a cure, but the efficient treatment of all patients at an 
early stage of the disease. 

The urgen® need is EARLY DIAGNOSIS as well as EFFICIENT 
TREATMENT. 

IN WOMEN with efficient treatment nearly 80% in the arly 
stages, end 30% of all cases, however advanced, 

SURVIVE 5 YEARS. 
Yet nearly 8,000 women in England and Waled continue to 
die every year from Cancer of the Breast. 
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16 1. sound, black & white, 1036 ft., min. 

I | er TITLE SHEET 

BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICE 

presents 

"SOME ASPECTS OF ACCESSIBLE CANCERE” 

The film you are to see is one of a series made by the 
Ministry of Health for general practitioners and other 
professional audiences. 7 

The sites chosen are those that offer good prospects 
of cure if diagnosed and treated early. 

The emphasis is not upon any particular method of 
operating or treatment, but upon the actual result in 
terms of added years of normal and useful life. 

It is hoped that these films will help general 
practitioners to keep the possibilitity of canes? con 
stantly in mind when seeing patients with symptoms 
suggestive of this disease. 

They emphasise the importance of sending such pa~- 
tients to a hospital clinic for consultation as early 
as possible, — 

The series of films has been made under the general 
supervision of | 

SIR STANFORD CADE, 
K.B.E., C.Bey FeaReCeSey MRCP. 

MALCOLM DONALDSON, . 
FeRoCeSey P.R.C.0.G. 

F.R.C.S., F.F.R. 7" 

ani with the co-operation of the patients and staff at 
the hospitals named at the beginning of each film. 

Some Aspects of Accessible Cancers 

(1) SKIN 

Principal Medical Advisers: 

THE ROYAL CANCER HOSPITAL: 

DeWe Gnithers, M.De, M.R.C.P., DMR. 
H.W. Gordon, MeCoy BeAcy FeReCeP, 
A.H. Hunt, MoAc, Mch., D.Mey F.R.C.8. 

A.D. O'Connor, MeBey BeOhey B.AsO., DMR, 

  

   



Title Sheet (cont'd.): 

WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL: 

Sir Stanford Cade, K.B.E., C.Bey FeReCoS., MaR.CoPe 

MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL: 

B.W. Windeyer, F.R.C.S., F.E.R., D.MsRoE. 

MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL & RADIUM INSTITUTE: 

A. Durden Smith, F.R.C.S. 

A C,0.I. film made for 

THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

by 

Realist Film Unit 

Photography «sesseoese AsE. Jeakins 
Associate Producer .. Edgar Anstey 
Director eeeeeoeeeeoes Jack Ellitt 

(Crown Copyright Reserved) 
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Grounds for Suspicion 
le Persistence 

2. Lack of Response to Ordinary Treatment Methods 
3. Painlessness 
he Breaking down and Ulceration 

EPITHELIAL TUMOURS OF THE SKIN 

MALIGNANT EPIDERMOID SKIN TUMOURS 
Incidence 

Basal & ~ us Celled Carcinoma 

90% appeal on Face and Neck 
10% appear on other parts of body 

Incidence 
one Carcinoma ~ 

3 
75% appear on Face and Neck 
25% appear on other parts of body 

INTRA~EPIDERMAL 
(Basal or Squamous Cell) 

Bowen's Disease 
Queyrat's Erythroplasia 

Paget's Dermatosis 
Multiple Superficial Epidermal Carcinoma 

Histological Types. III 

Malignant Melanomas 
Salcomas 
Iymphoid Tumours 
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Predisposing Factors and Pre-cancerous Lesions 
Sunlight @eg- Farmers 
Scars @.g. Burns 

Infections @.g- lupus Vulgaris 
Ulcers @sg. Varicose Ulcers 
Sinuses @eg- Osteome@itis 
Industrial Irritants e.g. Pitch 
Excreted Irritants @eg. Arsenic 
Radio-dermatitis 

Any ulcer that does not respond to three weeks conservative 
treatment should be sent to the nearest general hospital or 
Cancer Clinic for further investigation. 

Out Patients Department 
Skin Clinic 

Treatment Basis: 
1. by Histology 
2. by Site 
3. wy Extent 

Treatment Basis 
By Site ~ Surgery 

Trunk 
Limbs : 

Cosmetically less important 
Close over bone or cartilage 
Sites liable to radionecrosis 

Treatment Basis 
By Site - Radiotherapy 

Face 
Eyelids 

Cosmetically more important 
Good blood supply | 

Sites not liable to radionecrosi 

Treatment Basis 
By Extent. 

Extensive tumours are sometimes best treated by a combination 
of radiotherapy and surgery. 

RESUITS OF TREATMENT 
Basal~Cell Carcinoma 

Over 90% should remain free from recurrence after efficient 
Radiotherapy amt or Surgery. 

Nearly 100% are free from recurrence when Radiotherapy and 
Surgery are both available separately or together ... as re « 
quired for each patient. 

      
 



RESULTS OF TREATMENT 
Squamous~Cell Carcinoma 

Approximately 75% are recurrence tone at 5 years with 
efficient Surgery or Radiotherapy. : 

  

rounds for Suspicion 
1. Persistence 

| 2. Lack of response to ordinary treatment methods 
3. Painlessness . 

7 he ‘Breaking down and Ulceration. 

     



CAVCER, 

etion of Medical Motion Pictures for Use by the Department of State 

  

Year of qretmebians 196. 
Formats 3 5 ta 6 may esor, sound 35h fey 10 wha 

Sponsort 1 

tions Geor 
Distrib: 
"ale: ory —- 

    

(A detailed content description is available on request.) 

  

| Se ee ee ee ar cated ak in nk 
one neet some extent specification o Department that it should 
be applicavle "for world-wide usage with general audiences.” 

Zn comparison to the other four filue this ove tells ite story relatively 
—— « The film deale briefly and in a wellebslanced fashion 

points: (1) Common misconceptions about cancer, and their rectifica- 
Shany 052 Seen, giane, Sak senses Selhes F: Sate of ouie comet Ww 

ong (4) Dissemination of untreated cancers (5) Common cancer tes, 
and cancer signs and symptoms; (6) Need for early medical care. ! 

Every portion of the content is essential fer the basic message except 
eh Senne SEED he Seen, weeean Ent ie ache af bely onkin tn By wen 
ene Senne So ae 2 Se ae This is unnecessary 

yey eet Ser Se epee of Ge See we tee alr hand 
sport and grastle concept of cancer as e rapidly. 

Ghreciantte Phe concept would also have Deen visually far nore imprecetve 
than the somewhat juvenile snd platitudinous symbolism representing the body 
a 

black pelyp-like monsters. 

The inclusion of the sequence on nermal and cancer cells alse largely 

   



' of “gpread 

mst know the soncepte of the cell, of "lyaph canals,” and of cell division. 
The seetion on the dissemination of eancer presupposes elementary knowledge of 
aytenie ciroulstion, although thie may not be easential for grasping the ides, 

threuch * trea.” The rest of the film is understandable 
on a very elesentary audience level, exeept that it im conceivable that some 
wndtenves in Lees dovdlaped eoumtaien wiy here ne ceneapt of on ce wealdbe 

of radium, 

  

The message of the file ie cenveyed in form of a cartoon with narration. 
Sishough the style of eniuation is suecth and pleasant, the visual content 

its symbolien of body organs and body cells is rether contrived. the film ladles 
the imaginative concreteness of a Disney health film and ite clarity, function 
end power of retention. In particular, although the cancer sites ere shown 
three tines, and the principal sigas and syaptoms of cancer are enumerated in 
the narration, thie presentation is visually too expty and too rapid te be im 
pressive and easy to retain. Here again, visual representation of the growing 
tumor in each lecaiion (rather than werely a red circle) would heave been more 
of ective, and the coughing end hoayeeness in cancer of the respiratory organs 

    

At the beginning of the film, the grotesque ugliness of the faces 
making guperstitious remarks is out of line with the visual style of the rest 
of the film, In addition, this sequence is alec unnecessary because the points 
made negatively are imediately argued out positively in the subsequent se~ 
(uence s 

The sequmee of the ugly facee should therefore be deleted, (From 
"uy dear, what a terrible disgrace” to and including "Don't be a sucker.") 

  

shave St.n0t uh thet ams be dtuglihtind tn Setewdenenes emen> 
tions, for even if an audience does not know what @ cell is, there is no 
simpler word to serve am a substitute. 

The sentence, at the beginning “Every three sinutes @ person dies of 
cancer," refers to the United States only and should be changed te “Pveryese 
seconds a person dies ef cancer somewhere in the world." (Check world cancer 
mortality; probably one death every ten or twelve seconds.) In order to pre- 
vent less educated audiences from believing that csnecer celle are actually 
toe Coe cache eee ea ne Oe SANE SAR Bes aa eee, 
as if they were bleck monaterte..” 

   

  
 



  

‘de aati Oh bs wh hone phen th ed es tc Sy & 
ask questions; even if it does not, it should receive additional in‘forastion. 
It ie therefore advisable to use this film always under the quidance of a 
oe. health educator, trained nurse, or in- 

anager imardiagae nah plenngette Speman aera igen 
This is no great loss in terms of the over-all sessage — 

ef the film, vat the parton eondusting the sareaning should be able to provide 
Se Seeomnery <phenmntens if requested, perhaps with the sid of illustrative 

de 

Because of the schenatic and clenentary nature of the fila it 4s necessary 

  

te provi ences with more specific information. One type of such infor~ 
mation should expand the points raised by the film and go inte some detail in 
Yegari to cancer signs and symptoms, the need for early dieqnesis and the 
rationale of ther Another type of information should desl with local 

      

resources and fact hittes for cancer ee santare Soua” in addition te & 
erature could bo distributed to 

i that the rtmzent take up the question of 
pe tr nage Te yp ‘the U8. Publie Health eareless in adiition, the 
Inetitute of Tater-dmerlesn Affairs hag hed experience in thie setter. it is 
possible that THE TRAITOR WITHIN will fit into the education programs of 
health or cancer agencies in various countries. These agencles could eaploy 
———————————e 

Merch 17, 1952. 
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23 Dec, 1948 

  

2 wesin, black sud white, silent 
45 aiekes 
Produced by Eastman Medical Films, 1929 

Experiments on the exposed dog heart. First the parts of the heart are 

explained on two frozen photographs of the experimental hearts. A drawing 

of conduction system. | 

Disturbances of impulse initiation such as sinus arythuia, sinus tachy=- 

cardia and others. In the second reel ventricular extrasytoles, paroxysmal 

tachyeardia, ventricular tachycardia, auricular and ventricular fibrillation, 

disturbances of impwilee conduction (incompletely partial and complete block). 

Apparently the filam was made from research material taken by Wiggins and 

was very superficially orgeamized into a teaching film. Some but not all 

<yengudewEthes ane <atvatenel ty » Sanding of the hemes & ich On Shen 

on of conduction irregularity is indicated by dots. However, the heart 

itself does not move so that the effect of the disturbance upon the con- 

  

traction is now shown, This renders it difficult in most cases to follow 

the movement of the experimental heart. ne reason for the difficulty is 

that it is physically impossible or difficult to perceive at the same tine 

voth the rhytha of the suxrieukx auricles and ventricles, In the haginning 

the heart movement is shown in moderate slow-motion, but it is not indicated 

whether the rest of the film is in slow-motion or not; probably the latter 

is the case, Sufficient slow-motion would have made observation much easier. 

fhe titles are generally much too condensed and too brief on the screen, 

The sequence can very often not be recognized. The stimulation is not 

expressly indicated in the film. In ventricular tachycardia the distended 

ventricle covers the auricle so that the asynchronous contractions cannot be |



%y 

\ 
| “a= 

observed, On the whole this is a film which may be of use only to advanced 

students of physiology but would fall down in the classroom. In many of 

4 $e parte it would require frame-by-frame analysis.



{ SA
 _ 22 Dec, 1948 

CATARACT EXTRACTION - 
lL reel, black and white, silent ae 
15 minutes. - 
Produced by Hastman Medical Films,1931. 
Operation and aenty by Prank Claveloux Barker, M.D., Wills Hospital 
Philadelphia, Pa, 

"Simple Extractions 
Puncture 
Incision of Capsule 
Counterpuncture® 

Three cataract extractions, a]1 in the same technique. The principles 

| are not explained. It is simply direct photography. The orientation is 

completely unclear because one ¢annot make out whether the eye is seen in 

normal position, upsidedown or from one side. In spite of three repetitions 

the details of the technique are unclear for everyone but an eye specialist 

who knows them, In addition to animation slow-motion could have been used. 

The patient is not introduced, no indications for dressing, post-operative 

treatment and results are shown, Needling for secondary cataract. Tech- 

nique is axpressx explained in one brief title, much too rapid to under 

stand it. | 

COMMENT: 

‘The film is of & model of everything which a teaching film should not be, 

‘Tt has only two or three explanatory titles in the beginning which are so 

crowded that nothing can be iudtestedx retained at all. Toward the end of 

the film there ie another title: "Iyrigation of anterior chambers. Replace= 

ment of Iris."——After the nanipulation has been shown already about 20 

times without explanation, The film consists of about two dozen cataract ex- 

tractions carried out with different methods and different instruments, all 

of which om not explained, What happened is that the cataract operations of 

a specific eye surgeon were mechanically recorded and then put together. 
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This does not make a teaching film. We see mankix easy and difficult extract- 

ions, thin knives and scalpels, normal irises and an iris grovn into a corneal 

scar, The film is a model of confusion and itaks only possible use would be 

{f shown by a teacher who would explain thm and analyze each operation and 
soreen 4t again end sgain, From a photographie point of view the image shows 
only the eye, without orientation, there are large confusing reflexes and 
some of the shots are out of focus. The film is a splendid example of the 

lack of intelligence which distinguished geneehty the Bastman Glasargon pro= 

duction,



CHEST a 
— OMISEASES 

MEMORANDUM 

a 
September 23, 1952 ‘ To: _ eceeee Feldman, M.D. 

. Director of 'Headbaudidweati-con, National Tuberculosis Association 

From: Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D., Film Consultant 

Subject: Production of professional teaching films on chest diseases 

some 
4s sugzested by you in our conversation of axitem weeks ago, I take pleasure 

in submitting to you a few considerations regarding the methodical 

production of professional teaching films in the field of creel Ae. A 
diseases, and / Wreresarar (bt wrth nigh Crs val2 AG Mn PK, 

While films for the education of the lay public on the problems 

of tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases have been produced 

in considerable number over a great many years and are xeyardentxas 

a recognized and successful feature of health instruction, the use 

of motion pictures in the professional teaching of chest diseases 

has been rather neglected. If one excludes the many films recording 

the operative lo eee of thoracic surgeons (which are of interest 

only to specialists), there are not much more than about half a dozen 

technical films on chest diseases in, distribution, of which only one, 

for nurses, has clear-caut teaching applications, 

There is, on the other hand, little doubt that motion pictures 

could do an important instructional joh in this Tield, as they have 

done in other areas of training, if produced methodically and with 

advanced educational and scientific pe film production techniques, 

Obviously, the purpose of such films would not be to replace lectures, 

laboratory work and bedside instruction but to render these more 

effective in those phases where the motion picture can make a definite 

< CTL he. i ated ns > contribution to better teaching and learning, For certain aspeets “” on eke, f Of Eades , 

‘ # 
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_An—oceasional Geo teaching film,would certainly be useful, ~ ek hy j 
: LIN 

=but muxt fhe teaching of chest dis could derive um | — = 
FF ong and expensive Lotte 

ceey were planned to cover       
   

a given area and to integrate closely with the other methods of 

instructions and if they were designed and executed in such a way 

that no oe er wid bbscador e. get | without them. 
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way. If I were oon Tr, forse Ws eaatog pracest 
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2. Smisek Select, on the basis of the above factors amt plus e 

the probability of obtaining production financing, one area of { 

teaching for iniftial production consideration. Prepare the 1 

production analysis, i.e., definition of the units of the series 

in terms of specific teaching objectives; subject matter to be 

incorporated; film techniques to be used; methodological inte- 

gration into the teaching process; and approximate production 

cost. 
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3. Prepare the detailed production outlines and cost est imates 

~~ 
for the individu films 5 determihe the production procedure; av : | 

and ivestigate the availabilty of competent production organizat- 

ions and production staffs, 
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ok eGyrse to financial sponsorship 

atty,) has solved the problem of 
  

production financing in similar aaaeee The Public Health Service 

and the Veterans Administafition have, during the past years, each 

supported large-scale and expensive serial production programs of 

medical teaching films, The Army has collaborated in this respect with 

the American College of Surgeons, Pharmaceutical and supply houses 

have occasionally sponsored the preduction of teaching films without 

am a sales angle. The philantropic foundations have nukxyeiodexsian 

no definite policies in regard to the support of medical teaching 

2? been a2 fy? Gan Commerctal pyerthickim aed aud) Lalo, 

| Lt) Qo Hi poh) a |     

 



_ MEMORANDUM 

Septmber 21, 1952 

To: -++++Peldman, M.D., Director of Health Education, N.T.A. 
Prom: . Adolf Niehtenhauser, M.D., Film Consultant — 
Subject: hm Production of professioral teaching films on chest diseases oo 

As suggested by you in our conversation of a few weeks ago, I we Lhp pense : 
t~ Ou Zo Tu a few 7 = 
outlining in the following some considerations regarding the 

methodical production of professional teaching filme in the 

field of chest diseases. | 3 

The value of motion pictures as a tool of lay education in 

the fight against tuberculosis and other respiratory diseases | 

has long been recognized. As early ae 1918, when the Rockefeller 
Foundation conducted a tuberculosis contrad program in France 

the production of a series of educational films, both docu- 

- mentaries and cartoons, formed an integral part of that program. 

Since that time, a large number of films on various aspects of 

the tuberculesis problem has been produced here and abroad, and 

thety uce has become an established and successful featupe of 

health education. | 

by contrast, the production of Seshedeal films on chest 

diseases has remained scattered and inconsequential. During the 

past tan years, only a few such films were released in this , 

country. In 1946, the Public Health Service made a film on 

the procedure of mass chest X-raying, and another on routine 

chest #X rays upon admission to the hospital. The Veterans 

‘Administration's "Bronchiogenic Carcinomm" (1950), apart from 

| howknig an impressive operation, did not teach anything in. par 

ticular, while ite "Tuberculosis Nursing" (19..) provided excel~ 

lent instruction, in 1950, Squibbs & Co. released an already : 

obsolete film showing a aie series of patients treated with 

 



| 7 & 
dically and on the basis of advanced educational and scientific film 7 7? 

oo 

Streptomycin. The American Cancer Society is now planning a 
: : operative 

film om lung cancer, There are many filme recording the per~ 

formances of thoracic surgeons, but these are meaningful only 

to specialiste in this area of surgery. 

There is, in the other hend, little doubt thet motion pict~ 
. . 3 Ka chest. der Hay hawt, offms 

if produced metho- ee ete_ad 
    

ures could do ane @ instructional job 

production techniques. Obviously, the purpose of such filme would 

not be to replace lectures, laboratory work and bedside instruction 

but to render these more effective by supplementing them in those yreesfe fleates 

 aapectee in wich the motion picture can make a definite contri- 

_ -bubiow to improved teaching and learning. 

The advantages of certain motion-picture techniques for 

| the study of some aspects of chest diseases are obvious, 
Animation can visualize normal or pathological processes in 

the respiratory system and, by correlating shemxwk these on 

the sound track with the signs of auscultation and percussion, 

facilitate the learning of basic physical diagnosis, The system- 

atic use of cineradiography (Xray motion pictures) could greatly 

improve the teaching of flucfoscopic diagnosis, for not only 

ean cineradiographs be shown for any length of time to a group 

of any size, but with the aid of close-ups a superimposed 

outlines the finer structural detail can also be brought out 

far better than by demonstration on the fluoroscopic soreend itself. 

However, while these factors of film technique are important, 

they alone are too narrow a basis for the designing of successful 

medical teaching films, There exist different functional types 

of such films, as there are different types of lectures, - 

Important here are especially two types. The orientational film



ow + 

outlines, for purposes of introduction or review, a larger 

subject, o.g., the indications and principles of lung surgery. 

The instructional film proper, serving as basic study material, 

deals in specific detail with a circumscribed subject for the 

purpose of facilitating and deepening its understanding af or 

the better learning of skille; teaching films in fluoroscopic 
diagnosis or on the surgical approaches to the lung might be 

examples, 

A systemetie approach tp the production problem would make 

it advisable to analyse the tesching programe in the field of 

— diseases - anatomy, physiology, pathology, epidemiology, 

ete. - to detornine these aspects of subject matter for which 

the motionfpicture medium would be a suitable medium of presentation 

and where, at the same time, it would be of definite help in 

overcoming teaching difficulties and effect saving of time and 

perhaps also of money. On the basis of auch eurriculum analysis 

one or two specific areas would be chosen for. initial production. 

A paysitd simpler and poseibly more practical approach would — 

be to select, without over-all analysis of the curriculum, one 

course or teabhing area in which the advantages of the motion 

picture are obvious, and nar slimes for initial production. — 

‘If the films proved successful both educationally and in terns” 

of print sales, the expansion of the program might be greatly 

facilitated. | | | 7 
Neturally, in all this the question of production financing 

arises, It is often difficult enough to raise funds for the 

production of a single medical teaching film, for which reason 

it is obvious to ask how a more comprehensive project could be 

financed. | | 
‘The medical film market is not yet large end safe enough to 
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induce = commercial film producessto invest & their money 

in a larger project. They might consider thie only on the 

basis of a gmrank guaranteed minimum sale of prints. | 

As to the finding of sponsorship, it is important to 

note that during the past years the Public Health Service has 

been financing two expensive serial production programs, one 

operated by the American Cancer Society, and the other by | 

the Netional Mental Health Film Board. ‘The Veterans Admini- 

etration has financed. a very expensive nine+-reel series on 

surgical approaches to the joints, and has another series, 

on fracture trestment, under production. Army and Navy also 

have wradned takaidna films of wider than military interest 

and may be emenable to outside suggestions. It should be 

noted thet the medical filme of both VA and armed forces 

are primarily intended for postgraduate groupe. 

The same ie true of the films Financed by RE ES 

companies. Moreover, khetrxftim most of their films serve 

basleally sales promotion; sponsorship of genuine teaching 

films by drug houses hae been infrequent, but it does occur, — 

The philantropic foundations have so far failed to iota 

definite policies in regard to sponsoring medical film production, 

although several have supported production programs in other 

areas of odudtiadon. 

In considering the financing problem it should. not be 

overlooked that filme are used in practically all medical 

schools and in most teaching hospitels. In the case of basic 

medical teaching filme it should be possible to sell a consider~ 

able number of prints here and abroad. Thus, a larger or smaller 

proportion of the production expenditure could be recovered, and 

even complete recovery is not entirely out of question. 7



a 
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Altogether, while no off-hand suggestions regarding the problem 

of production Phnanaing can be offered, the above-mentioned exemples 

andxeonsitterstions indicate that it has been solved in simi laroases. | L 
| (morally 

However, a well-formulated and specific produetion plan, \ backed by 

a competent scientific body or ageney is indispensible for the | 7 

investigation of the possibilites of financing. | 

 E dumld lee te edd that I would be available as 0 son 

sultant if the Committee............... . oo toe 

‘decides to pursue the matter further. _



Assistant Executive Secretary, American Trudeau Society 

Proms Adolf Nichtenhauser, M. D. : 

  

Subject: Production of professional teaching films on chest diseases 

Ae suggested by you in our conversation of some weeks age, I take pleasure 
in submitting to you a few considerations regarding the methodical production of 
Se teaching filme in the field of chest diseases and the manner in which 
I might cooperate to this end. 

While filme for the education of the lay public on the probleme of tubercu- 
logis and other respiratory diseases have been produced in considerable number 
over a great many years and are a recognized and successful feature of health in- 
struction, the use of motion pictures in the professional teaching of chest dis- 
eases has been rather neglected. If one eneiuien the many films recording the 
operative performances of thoracic surgeone (which are of interest only to spe~ 
eialiste), there are not much more then about half a dozen technical films on 
chest diseases in current distribution of which only ome, for nurses, has clear~ 

  

There is, on the other hand, little doubt that motion pictures could do an 
importent instructional job in this field, as they have done in other areas of 

ining, if produced methodically and with advanced educational and scientific 
film production techniques. Obviously, the purpose of such films would not be to 
 *feplace lectures, laboratory work and bedside instruction but to render these 
more effective in those phases where the motion picture can make a definite con- 
tribution to better teaching and learning. In certain areas in chest diseases 
the motion picture may be unicuely suitable te improve teaching procedures. It 
would appear that the teaching of chest diseases would derive optimum benefit 
from motion pictures - not necessarily long and expensive ones + only if they 
were planned to cover methodically a given area and to integrate closely with 
the other methods of instruction; and if they were conceived and exeeuted in 
such a way that no teacher would want to get along without them. 

  

   

I should be interested in working on such a film program as a coneultant. 
I believe it to be essential to approach the task in a comprehansive manner. = 
I were your consultent, I would proceed along the following lines, subject, of 
eourse,to full discussion with your Committee on Medical Educetion: 

1. The advantages of motion pictures are probably obvious in some areas or 
aspects of the teaching programs in chest diseases. A few such areas should be 
chosen and delineated with a vbw to their motion picture potentialities. 

2. On the besis of such delineation plus the probability of obtaining produc- 
tion financing, one area of teaching would be selected for initial production 
consideration. The production analysis would be prepared, i.e., definition of 
the units of the series in terms of epecific teaching objectives; subject matter 
to be incorporated; film techniques to be uses; methodological integration inte 

. the teaching process; and approximate production cost. 

53. This would be followed by the preparation of the detailed production out~



SEA AAR. . 

    

: ine en cost ostinate for the individual films; — seteantenhden of oa edure; and investigation of the evallability of coxpetent me and production staffs, 

  

curse to. Pinar sponsorship hac solved sensfncn an of a - 
finenoing, in sintiar © eases. "the Public one Servie he Vete    

    

    

but all Gam: as wall as the “soeeibdities of cousereial film 
of the rele of print sales should be explered. 

   



  

New York seed : ie eae Building 
2 adeny 2 103rd Street 

New York 29, N.Y. 

Poya Me Feldmann, MaDe 

National Tuberculosis Association 
1790 Broadway 
New York 19, N.Y. 

Dear Doctor Feldmann: 

 Enelosed please find the memorandun on the & prediontion of 
teaching filme in the field of chest diseases which we discussed 
in our meeting of a few weeks AZO» 

I am sorry I could not send you this memorandum earlier. 
An intervening illness and the need for winding up a number 
of projects before leaving the Medical Audio-Visual Institute 
have delayed its preparation. 

I hope the meeting of the Committecon Medical Sducation 
will be a succens. 

Sincerely yours, 

ANemhn 
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. 909 - (Medical Section National (Gilerculoas: ocalion - . 1909. 

. 1790 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. . 

President Council 
*David A. Cooper, M.D., Pa. ; Hugh E. Burke, M.D., Canada 

: - ; 7 a foul Tae eetn ioe uh 
; aniel E. Jenkins, M.D., Tex. President-Elect - September 29, 1952 Gordon M1. Meade, M.D. N. ¥. . arl Muschenheim, M.D., N. Y. *Donald S. King, M.D., Mass. . William H. Oatway, Jr.. M.D., Calif. 

Rufus F, Payne, M.D., Ga. . . P : Karl H. Pfuetze, M.D., III. Vice-President . ; fared re Ross, M.D., ealege WIT : : aul C, Samson, M.D., Calif. ; a Schwartz, M.D., Ne : Clarence McK. Sharp, M.D., Fla. 
: Scan am omen MD. Sn 

Secretary-Treasurer ; - . John Ww, Trenis, M.D. D. c. : ' *John D. Steele, M.D., Wis. *William B. Tucker, M.D., Minn. : 
Norman J. Wilson, M.D., Mass. - 

P -: P . . 
*Executive Committee Executive Committee 

oko Loe 

Dr. Adolf Nichtenhauser 
New York Academy of Medicine Building 
2 East 103rd Street . 
New York 29, New York 

‘ 

Dear Dr. Nichtenhauser: 

Your memorandum on the production of teaching | films in the field of chest diseases has just arrived and Iam sure it will serve well as an introduction to this 
- subject when our Committee on Medical Education meets on 

| October 6. I shall pass the memorandum on to Dr. H. McLeod Riggins, chairman of the committee, for his perusal, so it 
may be discussed at the time it is brought up on the agenda. 

After the committee meeting, I shall let you know 
the general tenor of the committee's discussion and any 
decisions. it makes. , | 

Thank you for sending us this outline. 

| Sincerely yours : , | 

    
Floyd(#. Feldmann, M.D. 

» Acting Executive Secretary . r | 

ec: Dr. Riggins 

Official Journal, American Review of Twherciclosis
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Council 

Hugh E. Burke, M.D., Canada 
Paul H. Holinger, M.D., Ill. 
Daniel E. Jenkins, M.D., Tex. 
Gordon M. Meade, M.D.,.N. Y. 
Carl Muschenheim, M.D., N. Y. 
William H. Oatway, Jr.. M.D., Calif. 
Rufus F, Payne, M.D., Ga. a4 
Karl H. Phuetze, M.D., Hil. 
Edward L. Ross, M.D., Canada 
Paul C. Samson, M.D., Calif. 
Clarence McK. Sharp, M.D., Fla. 

Be eraa cn en M.D., Calif. 
*John H, Skaviem, M.D., Ohio 
John W. Trenis, M.D., D. C. 
*William B. Tucker, M.D., Minn. 
Norman J. Wilson, M.D., Mass. 
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*Executive Committee 

Dr. Adolf Nichtenhauser : 

New York Academy of Medicine Building 

2 East 103rd Street 
New York 29, New York 

Dear Dr. Nichtenhauser: 

At its meeting on October 6 the Committee 

on Medical Education did consider the production of 

teaching films in the field of chest diseases but no 

immediate action was taken. The general feeling 

was that such films are too expensive for our current 

budget and that no production schedule should be under- 

taken at this time. I will keep your materials on file 

should any plans in this direction come up in the future. 

Sincerely yours 

  

Acting Executive Secretary 

ec: Dr. Riggins 

Official Journal, American Review of Tuberceelosis 
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Chest Disease 

Dr. Humphreys: 

Question (R)s 

Dr. Humphreys: 

Dr. Maier: 

Quests (iv) 

Dr. Maier: 

Quest: (W) 

Drs Meter: 

Dr. Moore: 

Dr. Haas 

ee 

To whom is the film addressed? It seems to me that it is meant 

to interpret the patient, and what happens at a chest center. 

There was not mich operative work. If it is meant to show the | 

  

: my operative work, there is too mech 

clinical detail, Perhaps its for a local practioner to show 
what happens toa patient who is sent to a chest center. I don't 

think it teaches a surgeon anything he already doesn't know. 

How does it effect resident surgeons, surgeons in training or 

even general surgeons? 

It only gives some idea of the function of a chest center, but if 

you worked at one you'd lmow anyway, From this film, you get the 

impression that it was the place to send a patient. | 

I agrees fy feeling is that there is ne group adequate for it, 

It is too detailed for on thing and too elementary for another, 

That is, certain things tik might be all right with a medical 

atadent but others make it poor because of stressing in detail 

of many things not used at all in most placed, and cannot avoid 

criticizing from the very beginning. 

Would it be Mit for a genewed medical student? 

I donkt think- se. 

How about physiotherapists? — | 

There are much better films on the same subject that are wailable, 

I have the same opinion, I fe#l to see who the film is fore I | 

cannot see very much value to the medical student because a great 

many important things are overlooked and elementary things stressed, 

that are not necessarily the most important. The rehabilitatéon 

talk is all right, 

There are not emough exercises shown for even physiotherapists. 

Only two movements are seen, breathing and arm movements. I an 

not enthusia#ic. It is not a brand-new film, 

 



; Dr. Hum: 

Dr. Meiers 

Adelman: | 

Dre Maier: 

Dr. Hume 

Moore: 

Quest: 

‘It should be criticised as a 19l3 flim because of the many 

things that are in it and are out—dated today, But even in 

193 it leaves something to be desired, It would have been 

much better in color. 

I think showing the film of this kind te medieal students 

would be the same as if he saw technique used and it would 

make an impression on hin and at would be hard to get out of 

his heady and there was a lot I disapprove of. That is the 

disadvantage of visual methods because of the d anger of re~ 

menbering spectacular things. 

  

It might, perhaps, be good for nurses because of the handling 

ef patients, | 

No it would not. Some things also apply to teaching if nurses 

ag in medical students, especially if they are alerts They 

have less reason for kmowing whether a certain technique is 

good or note coo 
Any tody could learn something from this film, I imagine, But 

Af you were Shisking of it as a film for mrses, you would 

elec think, "shat would I do if I wore going to make a film 

- for nurses, residents, internes?", end in everyone you would 

leave out certain details and stress others. The fan trys 

- to shoot too wide and as 2 result doesn't hit sch - 

All 3 em mY) 

  

sis is put on diagnosis by xray and bronchoacopic 

examination, nothing on fistual, Too mech stress on bronchos~ 

copy as if if bronchoscopy did not confirm this tagnasis, 

  

KS the patient hasn't got ite ay 
| | CONTENT 2RPRATSAL a 

WHAT ARE THE MOST OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES? fo 
Dr. Mat: It seems to me they spend too mch time (about 5 arrears 

started. If used for students it is harilly instructive te 

thems Tt covers a few things very non 8 aoe J sige spo’ 

     



_ and 80 few details that probably most of the things would be that, whteh ‘the 

, student already knows and would not care for the details. Most studants 

Imow the oceasions for doing a thoracoplasty. ‘The techniques shown are in- 

dividual, dated techniques rarely used in this country for the past few 

years. It mentions nothing about the principals of the treatment just the 

method, It stress bronchoscopy which in majority a is negative and 

we operate anyway and this film shows it to be eonsidared the determining 

factor. A student might get the impression that a bronchoscopy is all | 

that would be necessary, In technique, as far as medical students are 
concerned, it is the principals of the surgery rather than the techniques 

it would be petter to tell of the principal why the surgeon is doing it. 

Rehabilitation is more for that of a TBC patient. Cancer of the lung 

does not go back to the same job as befores In aiming to do so much they — 

barely cover ‘the highspots, of which medical students know from being 

- around hospitals. 

Question: GRANTING ALL THESE DEFECTS, AN. THIS FILM GIVE SOMETHING TO 
MEDICAL STUDENTS IF A RESPONSIBLE PERSON IS PRESENT AT THE 
SHOWING? : | 

2 Dr, Meters There are many other films on the same wubioct. iveies not 

7 rehabilitation) but on diagnosis and meh better anatomical — 

visualization so since they are available would they not have, 

of necessity, priority? | 

Dr. Humt You could teach by shis film but so mich would be modi fled 
| | that a dood deal of time is wasted aways Theoretically, films 

should be a saving of ae The teacher would. have G ae 

out various things such as “this aia is not used pet's 

ete, throughout the film, , 

Dy. Mooret I agree this film does not ime convey anything to the medical 

| _ student he doesn't get in siateadaiaiat contacts, ete. Regarding 

a statement made "requrrence of cancer after ‘operation is —— . 

That is entirely false, it is very frequents 
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: - By Hum: Tn 192 at was not as apparent as it is NOWe | 

Dre Hume 

Question: 

Dr. Hum: 

Dr. Maier: 

Dre Haass | 

| Question: 

  

oe Dire Moores Some of the best follow-ups have recurrence. The presence 

= or absence of involved nodes is not necessarily of import- 

ance in diagnosis, You mst dissect and go a long way be~ 

for that. (palpating growth at operation) | | 

| Dr. Hume You say this was a popular film on the AMA list. Who asked 

oe _ for this film? | 

Dr. Ruhe: Requests come from various County Meds Secietton, for 

7 teaching groups, medical schools, — 
Dr. Maier: I ceuld see attraction to px onneds studente because of its 

dramatic appeals 

There is too much operative work for the lay audience. 

no You THING GeP. WOULD FIND IT WORTHWHILE BECAUSE OF 

BEING SLIGHTLY OUT OF CONTACT IN MANAGEMENT OF BRONCHIO~ 
CARCINOMA, ae THEY BE A GOOD AUDIENCE? 

If he were unaware of screening with microfilm 4% is just. 

too bade but in any case he would send his — to a 

chest centers 

There is criticism in nethods, sutere methods, peralysis 

of phrenic nerve is not done patient is not kept in bed 

four weeks anynore, he is kaptxkrout in 2-3 days | 

There is not enough shown in physiotherapy for people who 

do not understand. I criticize starting 1 weeks after 

the operation. MD might understand but physiotherapists 

might note P : 

18 THE EQUIPMENT USED IN THE FILM GoD? . 

Minor oriticiemss It is a good historical film jack and “ 

20 years from now it would be an interesting film, _ 

Questions ARE THERE ANY GHIERAL REFEREICES TO BRONCHIOGENIC CARCTNOMA 
THAT ARE RECENT? a 

A few. One is Dre Ea. Churchill's. article in hate 2 yrs
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Medical Audio-Visual Inst 

Type of Film: Orientationals 
Hotivational 

FACE OF YOUTH 

  

itutse of oe hasociation of American Medical Colleges 

  

MENTAL HEALTH 
CHILD GUIDANCE | 
Public Health Nuraing 
Psychiatry 
Secial Work 

Classification: 

16 mm, black-and-ahite, sound, 1,036 ft., 29 min. 

Year of Preduction: 1951; poner of Origin: U.S.A. | | 
Sponsor: Mental Health Division, Bureau of Maternal and Child Health, Wisconsin 

tate Board of Health; Producer: University of Wisconsin, Extension Division, 

Bureau of Visual Instruction; Seriot and Direction: Herman Engels Cameras Martin 

Lobdell; Musical Score: Hilmar F. Luckhards. 

Distribution: Bureau of Visual Instruction, Extension Divi 

Wisconsin, 1312 West Johnson Street, Madison 6, Wis., Seles 
Wisconsin, $3.50 elsewhere. 

ons Rentals of 

General Statement: The film urges the recognition and early treat— 

ment of enctional disturbances in ‘children, by tracing the successful 

efforts of a public Se nurse in helpi ng two inaladjusted boys, one 

through family mitdenees He omer shrough psycho: ASrapy at ¢ 

health clinic. Weal story structure and pneven film skills 

over-all, impact of the film, of ee tity in the pn 

role lessens its validity in respect £0 mental health 1 

the other hand, the presentation of psychotherary sr \ovlid be of value 

in acquainting lay audiences with the work of community sulk 

centers. . 

% fudience: Teacher PSs parents, Vocab 
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health nurses. 
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| The £3 opens on clese-urs of : school ofiidren wedeling in 

clay. We see their busy HANGS y their mobile mouths as the narrator : 

contrasts the face of youth with that of ager "Youth has a face, a. 

soft face, a certain roundness, net quite fixed or final. Later 

the Lines of experience cut in deep, t > featu res sat hard in the — - | 

mold." As one youngster grebe a plese of 2 another (the 

y | veacher sbserving without interfering) conper ison hs dragm between 
4 

the emotional and EES © abiiiby of youth and the Compe eet ve Ja
ne

 

a exibility of adulthood. the ae is made that earl Ly recog- os 
bee Sa ae 

a 
ee > 

“nition of emotional disturbance and approrp ate guidance wi 

prevent 1 more intractable difficulties later on. The camera now pans: 

across a group of public health nurses at a Lecture. ‘This is one 

eee eee ‘important tasks of the public health nurse, continues   the aaxrator s she s gs so mM aly ashe can de so much to help children 
s 

enotd erated as well as physically. ed is fecussed on one of 

the oe Miss Anderson. As va ne Lecour eo. nds she leaves the builc- 

‘ 

s "Ang, exchanging greetings with net s sborhood ouaree as eke passes 

dewn the street. She drives aioig a country read, arriving finally 

de
 

at the Lunmore home. She embers, dons sn apron end examines the 

baby's rash while the mother stands by. Ags they are taliing 

es HPS. “‘Lunmore notices her older boy and i @ chum s ‘SCrel Spr ping In the yard 
f 

* 

and rushes anxiously oubdoors so intervene. As Miss Anderson o>b~ 

serves mother and son through ‘the mandi the commentator explains — 

that the public health. nurse - a welleone e guest whose services are 

is eiso concerned freely offered to those who need and dasire them — 

with such question as "why a mother should be so upset by a plain, 

everyeay squabble between two boys.”   
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Nurse Anderson determines to "find qut a little bit more about 

vg tbe 2 ge at abe on C2 Sn wey Be 7 me ot. Ye ke . mn . is 

it" and visits the school. Standing near the leckers as the children 

get their wraps she sees shy Ralph Lummore trailing after his pug- 

nacious pal, Alex, who swaggers before two shocked little girls with 

a toy pipe. After they have left she wanders into the empty classroom 

to chat with their teacher. The public health nurse and the teacher 

have a preat Geal in common, explains the commentater. "They have the 

same aims - to help children grow up easily and happily. ‘This is a 

subtle task. It requires a gentle hand, 3 sharp BYEeee" Nurse ae 

teacher discuss various children in relation to their drawings on the 

bulletin board. The narrator relates this conversation. Haiph 

Lunmore, who drew an airplane, isn's so happy, says the teacher, add— 

ing that Ralph never fi ehis back, oe gat angry, can't let himself 

go. Ralph is shown anxiously biting his fingernails, getting 2 stomach 

ache and asking to leave the room when they have spelling bees. 

Miss Anderson also inquires about Alex. "That's Alex!" replies the. 

the boy's desk. "He doesn't mean any narn," she explains.. "His 

energy just spills over. ‘He's pleased when the other children notice 

and say, ‘Smart Alex!'" : | 

Miss Anderson visits both mothers jo balk te them ebout the boys. 

Alex's problem is rather easily solved. £% schcol he becomes a member 

. of thé safety patrbl squad. His father spends more time with hin; 

the two are show doing carpentry work on the carn. Alex's destructive 

exuberance is channelized into constructive activities which gain him 

the praise and attention he craves. 

Ralph's problem is more decr-séated. The teacher permits him to 

call the words at a few spelling bees, sus while this enables the boy 

? 
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to escape his problem, it does not help hin to solve it. Ralph and 

cae always want people to think you're such a good-boy." In play therapy, 

a his small ‘boy an ice-cream cone. _ The nar rater ee that children be. 

helped now ~ "while there's time." 

  

his mother are referred to the Child Giidence mnter, where Ralph | 

begiis treatment with the psychiatrist. ‘The clinic oe paychiatrist, 

social worker and psychologist a is shown and its function explained. 

tn interviews with the social worker Mrs. Lunmore ) asks typical questions 

- ("Ralph says he's heard this is a place for crasy ee . What good will 

it do for them ~ Ralph and the payenietriet) ~ just to play vogether?* 

etc.) and receives informative answers. In his initial treatment pericd, 

Ralpvh's subservient behavior is interpreted by the psychiatrist: "Tou 

Ralph reveals difficulties connected with his father's frequent absence 

from home, as well as jealousy of the baby. He passes through a stage 

of overt agpression and destructiveness which disturbs his mother con- 

siderably until she talks it through with the social worker. Eventually, 

_ Ralph is able to direct nis. released energs es into canstructive activity. 

No Longer timid and withdraw, he is seen at the classroom blackboard, 

daring to ‘copy an answer from the boy beside him, daring to grab an 

eraser, daring to “grow up as a boy should.” | 

in a short final scene, the public health nurse and the teacher 

sit in a soda parlor together, watching vith pleasure. as & father buys 

Appraisal 

  

Content: "Face of Youth" deals with the recognition of enotional dis- 

turbance in children and its resolution through the cooperative effort 

of community agencies - the health department, the school and the child 

guidance clinic. In this respect the messege of the film closely 

parallels, that..of "Angry Boy,” without attaining the psychological ee ae |
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depth or factu 23 CLEC ibility. of thet excellent preduoticn. Th 

emphasis, however, “Face of Youth" stresses prevention rather than 

cure, Whereas "Angry Boy" traces the treatment of a child whose ae 

pathology finds expression in stealing, this film follows two boys, 

neither of whom engages in clearly d definable arsigocial behavior 

Ralph is timid and or tad rams with paychosonatic synptoms Alex is 

mischievous, | asgressive, ee destructive, but popular. Both . 

are of normal intelligence. 

The chief eriticien oo the film Aaside 1 fron presentational 

vagaries, which will be discus coed Laser) Li tes in the manner in which 

the public health nurse fulfills her role as 1iason agent between 2 

families requ rine psyche Logical. guidence and: the mental hygiene re- 

sources of the community. That the public. health 1 nurse should tims. 

oe the oe mental health program geen = without question. 

But Nurse eleroen starts She ball rolling for Ralph and Alex on the | iF 

basis of such flimsy | evidence ~ one observed incident ~ and pursves 

her course in ways so furtive and devicus as to suggest the master 

sleuth rather than the mature professional women. Alex pushes Ralph cenneet 

around, Mrs. - unmore intervenes,’ + while Miss Anderson 1 Peeps ‘through | 

the acon with an "I'm-taking-thi. s~all~in' expression. It is ay 

at the school. And when she finally sidles into the classroom: to 

strike wp a conversation with teacher, the teacher displays such 

sensitive recognition of Ralph's neurotic pattern that one cannot 

help but wonder why she herself has made no effort. to convince the 

family of his need for psychiatric help. The magical ~ almost 

unethical ~ “quelity of the murse's maneuvers is further accentuated 

by the absence of any detail to indicate what she does to bring 

Alex's father inte cleser companionship with the boy, or how she 
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perguades Kalph's mother to visit the Child Gy idence Centers 

Mrs . Lunmore is suddenily there, talking to the sccial workers 

Seeenea cia This film is. produced in docunentary style, that is, 

it apparently uses non-actors and real settings. A good deal of 

Labor must have gone into its planning and execution, but, unfortunately, 

the available film skills were apparantly not in every respect up to. 

the task. The introductory sequence of the children in clay class 

(contrasted with older people) has a sensitive approach which, however, 

ds not susteined throughows. The story line itself lecks clarity, 

“since it is not! obvious at the outset that two boys from different 

fomilies will be followed. Although the film is photographically» 

competent, it contains many scenes without drematic value, and many 

shots rene saonany long or superfluous; the nurse's ride to the 

Lunmore family and her entrance into their home are ES The this. 

‘The acting, aside from a few scenes between Ralph and the psychiatrist, 

is pedestrian, as illustrated by the Ree of the nurse to ex- 

press understanding. The gonoreus and halting nerration is punctuated 

. by iong silences, and the resultant disturbing attach is hardly 

mitigated by the excellent musical score. Furthermore, a eee 

| portion of this film concists of scenes of people talking to each 

oe other, _with the. eee voice communicating the conte nt of their — 

eoeerae nee While sonia is a poor nethed, one gets gradually 

accustomed to it as the film progresses Yet, a®ter about twenty 

minutes, as the mother is seen talking to the s al worker, “live 

dialogue" suddenly replaces the narrator's voice — for two insignificant 

sentences =~ as if everyone had sprung to life. Fron here on, dislogue 

arbitrarily alternates with narration, without apparent regard for 

dramatic structure. This bize:re way of using dislogue undermines,



eather than strenghens, the content Value of the story 

a * 
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cevelopment of the nurse's role as iieson Bend bets veen fanily, 

acheol and mental hygiene clinic, "Pace of Youth" succeeds in a number 

of other: areas. TR e introductory theme ~ lability of youth versus 
22 3 PL igidity of age — and its implication ~ preventive treatment in the 

formative years - are Belang SE The adventage of i informal 

<é 

working coopers ation between ceo and health denartment: is Suge 

gested in Nurse Anderson's canuel tell with the boys' teacher. The 
* 

Situational resolution of Alex's ma eladjustment, while giibly achieved, 

nevertheless ee ee the concept of degree, when contrasted with 

Ralph's deeper problem. The se quence on therapy ce monstrates the 

vatLonele of the clinic team appr ach. The mother's guidance inter- 

Views with the social worker provide & Natural settl Ag for questions - 

and reassuring answers on psychotherapcutte procediral Raiph's treat~ 

ment sessions with the psychiatrist touch on problems of ageression, | 

repression, oedipal attitudes and sibling rivalry. The film's recog= 

nition of the faeneele influence on the prowing boy renains implicit, 

rather than explicit. Because many of these points heve been made 

more dynamically and effectively in other films, its chief elatin to 

distinction Ties in ‘euphasis on the are of ee public health nurse 

in the commnity mental health program. “While this participation is 

a
 weakly conceived, the film's stress on the importance of such Liason 

> 

work is in itself valuable. 

b
e
 

Utilization 

The film is ee eble for s showing to teachers, parents, vocational 

guidance classes and public health nurses. A qualified psychiatrically
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CHIMDRED 
FEARS OF CHIIDREN 

NOTES 

from a psychologically poorly constructed story line. The main 
poimt of action is supposed to takeplace within one day, from 
morning to night. This is splendid for the exposition of the | 
situational factors in the life of a family, but it is not suitable 
for the presentation of development, 

The film is most powerful in idea ami design, but suffers ty 

After the factors influencing the psychological structure of 
the child have been splendidly represented by means of ‘action 
and dialogue,what happens is that the mother has a brief conversation 
with a w friend who explains to her what errors she is commitin Jrer- 
in rearing her child, The mother, who up to now, has beenfanxious | 
and non-understanding fee turns into a psychoanalytically oriented 
expert and acts as such. She says to her husband, "Youare not 
discipling him, you are punishing him," and she is able to interpret 
the child's drowning of his teddy—bear as meaning the boy's desire 
to kill his father§$ and she is also able to dispense psychological 
counseling to her husband, nost as incredible is the sudden insight 
of the father, who is able to interpret the boy's nightmare as meaning 
eae is scared of himself (the father). Far more credible is the 
fin¢g~scene of the film in which the father recognizes intuitively 
what the anger of his little boy mems,. 

As a result of the story construction,some import ant. points: are 
made merely by mems of verbal reference. “A more visually conceived 
film would have presented these points more graphically. For instance, 
instead of merely sped&ing of "that brand—newlear that daddy just 
gave you" this action could have been shown and the relationship 
of the boy te bis toy animal be brought out with greater emphasis. 
Also, the niStsportant point which the wman friend makes, namely, 
that shé"Visited“her doctor last year"™and learned from him about 
the nature of little boys md their behavior could have been visually 

®jsomewhat different construction. 
   
      

    
Fak 

It cannot be estimated how far the inner weaknesses of this 
otherwise excellent film will affect the audiences toy whom it is 
designed. At any rate, it may help to loosen up the’attitudes by 
forcing them to compare themselves with the couple in the film and 
to be more watchful of their own relationship to their children, 
Whether or not the audiences will be aware, and react upon, the 
psychological improbability of the story, is another question. 
It would also seem that this film would be more useful if it gave 
concrete advice on where and how to get help when problems with 
child rearing exist, 

Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D. 
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PEARS OF CHILDREN | : 
(The Mental Health Film Board Series—motions of Bvery-Day Living, No. 3) 

lémm, black-and-white, sound, 1,020 ft», 26 min. 

Year of Production: 1951; Country of Origin: U.S.A.3 Sponsor: Oklahoma 

State Department of Health; Ps chiatric ltants: A. A. Hellams, M.D. 

and Milton Senn, M.D.3 Educational Consultant: Nina Ridenour; Producer: 

Julian Bryan, International Film Foundation; Script and Direction: 

Francis Thempson; Camera: Peter Glushanok. 

‘Distribution: International Film Bureau, Inc., 6 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, 

    

_ TLL., Sale: $115.00, Available on loan or for rent from state or local 

mental health authorities, mental health societies, public libraries, 

and educational film libraries. — 

  

Summarys This psychologically rich film demonstrates that parents met take 

inte account the child's developmental needs in order to help him develop 

sound emotional health. It presents the experiences of one little boy 

caught between an overprotective mother and a domineering father. The 

parents gradual acceptance of the boy as an individual demonstrates that 

well-notivated adults can follow factual advice om child rearing even 

though such advice may conflict with their accepted pattern of doing things 

based on their own emotional constellation. A psychiatrically oriented 

- discussion leader should be present to point out depth aspects of the film 

which will escape less sophisticated lay audiences. 7 | 

Audience: Parents and ehila educators, nurses, medical students, pediatricians, 

students of psychology, and patients in analytic group therapy. 
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later the same day Mrs. Robbins and Paul are out for a walk with 

a neighbor, Alice Tuttle and Mike, her little boy. The children are 

on tricycles; as they shoot ahead Paul's mother calls him pack. Mike , 

unrestrained, races on dom the block. le abamions his bike to clasber 

over some rocks and Paul Follows. Miko scrambles intrepidly through 

a miniature cave and soon reappears ahove, but Paul becomes terrified 

‘in the dark and screams for his mother. lirs. Robbins and her friend 

stand at the entrance and Paul's mother calls him back. As he emerges, 

sobbing, she notices that he has lost a mitten and tells him to go 

back inside to get it--"Daddy will be angry." The other mother intervenes. 

on't send him back in there, Helen, he's too frightened.” Back at 

‘the Tuttle home over a cup of coffec, Paul's mother complains about 

his sulky behavior and his incomprehensibic fears. Her friend explains 

that. they had similar difficulties with Hike only a year aro » but their 

doctor helped them to understand that it is natural for Little boys to 

‘become angry, and wise to allow them to express it. 

That evening lir, Robbins dries Paul after his bath. As | he leaves 

the bathroom he trips and cracks his shin to avoid stepping on Paul's 

turtle. Furious, he kicks the turtle across the floor, “Daddy, you 

kicked George?" the shocked boy cdls after his father. “hen his mother 

comes in she finds him drowmming his teddy bear in the washhowl. "e's. 

not made for that, dear," she protests. "Oh, Paul, it's the brand new | 

bear that Daddy just bought you} I'm glad he didn't see this!"--and 

she thrusts the sogzy victim behind the shower curtain. "Daddy kicked 

George," the child responds solemnly « | 

‘Mr. Robbins, cheerful again, puts his son to bed. Paul asks 

him not to turn out the light, but his father reassures him that he 

is perfectly safe. "Please, Daddy, leave the lisht," Paul begs amclously, 

<2 ES 
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In a final scene Paul's father romps with bin near - the rocks» 

where the boy _ been frightened, Ur. Robbins tries to persuadi 
: od, ot mote yrysc yt : 

the boy to peter the cave, tnt Paul refuses, He ‘vegins to Ansist, 
Satis? ait Sanious ofeiiotey fensns cf more aes 

but remetbers to be Tenient. "O.K.," he says > hoisting the ttle | 
ratioy of i 

boy to his shoulder a turning his back on the cave ’ here do you 

want to co?" Paul a ee there an and eather and son ein 

  

filns whieh convey their message at miltiple levels: of understanding, — 
The story itself is fairly simple: Durinc the course of one-day a 

little boy: lives through a nimber of trying aituations. in which he 
is caught between the mother's overprotectiveness and the father's 

demand that he conform to adult standards. He reacts with timidity, — 
a uborenees and displaced hostality. ‘His’ mother expresees concern — 

over this symptoratic behavior-to'a neighbor and the latter passes _ s 
on psychological awivice which she once- received from: her family doctor 

under similar circumstarices. After somo resistance both parents =~ =” 
determine to modify their unrealistié: ‘attitudes and the bey Fesponds” 

- " 2 aoe " a a ee a aa eee aE ok Oe 
es oe a cc ee oa oe § bok gee ny oe le ees WE yg ek eee ey an o a oe eee Or TS oe 6 an en Oe Bites ae al Te Re Ng 

Great care has been: taken to. develop this theme ‘dynamically, ~ 

so that unconscious as well as conscious mental” ‘processes ‘stand revealed 
on the gestural, verbal and ‘symbolic lovels. For example, we see ~ 

little Paul's vish to hold his mother's attention in the gesture ee 
-he makes to cut off his eae rien while the mother sers a button 

on the father's shirt. ie. detect the reactive nature of the father's 
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intolerance Lea Paul's Deets in - verbal eration: "That's 
et add an Shoe pects. erties rons Lag: & Ah 

the one thing st can't eeandoihe one thing wy ‘father wouldn’ t oe 

ebeveteg of 2elcd enhddos . .Ronodipit? ased hal vod oft oterde 

tolerate!" “symbolic equivalence is demonstrated in Paul's attack 
atetent of entged of .ceavtes (yal duct ,ovso erid asdae oF Yod add 

on the fecay, bear yhen he cannot peel ste against his father 

eLisEE off antvelod ,ovee of "..%.0" .dnoinol od od eredremot gud 
and the nightmare in cigs the ee reyresented as a huge 

oy ob etert." ,svso oft co dosd aid gaimwd bas ishfyere eld of yod 
and menacing bear, 

dmifo noe bos teddsl bas “ ered tevO"--adntog Lust "You od dnsw 
faith clarity and simplicity the film also shews how } 

oifkd ofd Yo qo¢ st of yifutueerlo 
neurotic tendencies may be augmented, and find justification, 

   ty toward Paul 

drives the mother to povucecpouens >; Overprotec tivbhessyand: ici! stnogn0d 

  

malize. her: tendency :to! infentidizel die Yoyoo Hoidw eath 

The mother's abtituders "He's. only: & baby; "relincreagésithec father’s wrote odT 

anxiety lest Foul, fail. to:develop necessary:qneld tied of fortataderod ofssLt 

and responsibility and provokes. him toveyenverester!demandsiontd od drinuss at 

ene child sy5 3 ibimis : dake i ed oan ai .abishaiste diubs a3 arze'ter0o efi dadg brerreb 

  

+ above respects; theypresentationsigein bas cesmtmoddute 

full accord. seth Se speingipleseictvaded sissnodqmye aids aevo 

| 988 Valid, ThOBAV REAR feo "RORVEES sian" some sa fber Fankiofodoved ao 
~, 

nightnare, in : it ich 

  

need to express it, but spontaneously understand the meaning of .yii'a- (ove? 

Paul's drowning of the bear ("By golly, the Qld iian better wateh / sox) 
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ion may (also .take -ocsocau Joiit 08 

issue with the. impiic at message Thaksin lasieeardng aattiitinies ,ocivecoy od m0 - 

e. 

_¢an be changed through coitisetous ef fort alone, “altnon 
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R.1.85 "OUR CHILDREN", Photographed by James Goebel, written and directed by 
Carlyle Bllis, "The Children's Bureau held a children's health conference in Gasden, 
Alabama, and this film was made at the tiie. ‘he characters and eventsare real." 
A Children's Year Poster. : 

. sine hundred thousand babies under five are lost anmally, of which one= 

half die aeedlessly. The Children's Bureau and Womens* Committee of the 

Geukeil of National Defense started Children's Year to prevent these deaths, 

iwo wouen on doorstep reading a newSpeper in which they find an appeal 

by the Government to weigh and measure babies, A woman on a porch measures 

her baby. A horse-drawn ice truck arrives and the woman steps down to the 

street and weighs the baby on the scales of the truck, but this seale shows 

50 lbs. The two women with the baby go to the grocers, <A grocer pushes the 

scales out on the sidewalk. Several children are weighed with various little 

incidents. However, one older woman declares that the scale is not good 

| enough and she would write to the Children's Scale ade and her 

Womens Club would help. A woman doctor in the Children's Bureau is seen 

answering the letter. The Womens* Club receives several publications from 

CHB which are discussed in a meeting held on a'porch, ‘The women move to do 

something about the high infant death rate. A woman doctor from GHB and a 
nurse have arrived and unpack their trunks in a room furnished by the Club. 

White and colored mothers with infants and little children arrive, ‘The in- 

terior of the clinic, ‘the waiting mothers and children, LS and QU. (Some 

thing missing?) School children lined up at the clinic, ‘he doctor examines 

them, Locks at their tonsils while the nurse takes notes, Very superficial 

exentnation, QU of boy scratching his leg with the other foot, Yooth brush 

drill with many children. The doctor standing behind a table demonstrates 

some simple exercises which the children repeat, The colored clinic, in a
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rather shabby room, A waiting line. ‘The Negro mothers making their infants 

ready for examination, The nurse prepares ati infant for examination. Two 

little girls suiling, A business men's meeting at which the CHB doctor talks. | 

Title: "With this backing a progressive mayor and coumcil provide a public 

health nurse for all the year around." A meeting of the City Council, - The 

public health nurse on her rounds in the Negro section, talking to children 

in the street, entering a house, ‘The mews of the ChB conference has apread 

to outlying Sanat, A truck full of healthy children. <A sign on a tree read~ 

ing "Gasdem one mile, safe for babies.” A map of the U.S. with a legend 

“Make the whole comtry safe for babies,* : } 

The public health nurse is looking for quarters where she Gan be easily 

accessible, She sets up a Children’s Health Centre. A group of children =. 

exercise in the woods, dance and jump. 

Reel 23 

Doctor in clinic examining white infant, lxamination of head, chest 

organs, abdomen, The nurse is testing wat sight on Snellen chart. Hearing 

is tested, Title: "Local physicians have voluntesred certain hours each week 

for the regular Children's Clinic." The nurse instructs teen-age girls on 

the care of babies, showing a baby being bathed, preparing of baby's food, 

A field day of the qumnntty in a park with dances and exercises by the 

children, Waiting line in white clinic, ‘the women study the wall posters 

and cards, The nurse weighs a baby. Models ars of baby equipment are ex= 

hibited, A baby is accurately measured, The doctor examines a normal G=—month’s 

baby. Another baby of the sane ageprtificially fed and weighing far less. A 

father with a baby appears in the waiting line. ‘the Womens' Glub makes a 

house to house canvass in order to establish adequate birth records, On the 

basis of the data found they appeal to the ChB for a Child Health Conference. 
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Anurse measuring a little child on seales, 

COMMENTS: 

Film shows a great sense for audience appeal. Without trying to be cute 

the actions ond reactions of the children are very well caught by the camera, 

Very natural without any posing, for instance, the tooth brush drill which con- 

sists of long shots, CU's and medium shots. However, the examination of the 

chiliren is very superficial, consisting only in inspection of the head and 

tonsils, ; 

This film is actually documentary. ‘There is clever photographic handling 

of interiors, such as the business men‘ meeting, | 

A good | 

It does not show clearly what the actual results were in this community in 

terns of improvement of child health, and how this improvenent was achieved; 

  

oganda film, It is superficial from the medical point of view, 

this is probably due to the fact that the film was made while the Child Health 

Conference took place. What the film seems to recommend is that an examination 

of the children be made and a public health nurse employed,



  

the first diagran is confusing, looking like a 

hetwork and not bringing out the structure and flow 

of the blood, The business with the white and black 

dots, the chicken embryo circulation, is confusing 

because one eennot follow a great number of dots at 

the seme tine, | 

Arteries, capillaries and veins in the chicken 

are shown but the difference in size and function not 

brought out. A heart model with cut-off vessels, Every 

part is labeled but it makes no sense since form and 

functions of the vessels has not been explained previ«+~ 

ously and cannot be brought into relation with the 

heart. his is followed by a naturalistic drawing of 
the heart which is successively sectioned in a diagran, 
This is not much clearer than the model, apart from 

showing the four chambers of the heart, All this 

material is quite static and can be teught better with 

the help of good illustrations, A béating;lisolated frog 

heart is shown, but it is not stated that it is taken in 

slow motion, ‘he pulmonary circulation in diagram very 

wiclear, Alveolar circulation is shown in successive, 

enlarged diagrams, the last one showing a eonpletely 

unclear epithelial cell with capillaries, sgn, suce 

cessive, enlarged diagrams show a capillary between 

muscle fibers although the number of diagrams is in 

nO Yelation to the siaplicity of what is being shown, 

again the confusing business with black and white dots 
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to illustrate the exchange of 0. and 00, and food and 

waste. ‘The speed of the blood ia quite different in 

the microscopic shote and in the diagrams, but this 

difference is never expleined, The return of the blood 

through the veins is agein unclear. ‘The presentation 

of the lymphatic system is again gulte urclear, and 

appears as if it were a network rising up frog the feet 

to the neck, ‘the statement that the lymph carries di+ 
gested food is incorrect. : ) 

A mistake of the film is to tear apart what bee 

longs together. Instead of giving first a clear, 

simple, diagramatic presentation of the circulatory 

system, it shows only detaile whieh enannot be whder~ 

stood because the understanding for the total struc~ 

ture and flow is missing, The disgramstic and ani+ 

mated details are very poorly visualized and confusing 

by themselves, ‘ho 1918 films by Bray on the heart 
and on breathing are vastly superior in clerity to 

this fila, 

The first diagram of man, 
Diagram of chicken with dots. 
Alveoli. 
Heart model. 

     



   
LACULATION (1929) (Supplementary Note) 

Course of blood. Aseending from the feet up, 

Chicken enbryo circulation, Apert from being visually unclear, 

it is incomprehensible for students because the principles of placenta 

| cireulation have not been expleined, Instead of clarifying human 

cirevlation, it makes it even more confused, Arteries under uicror 

scope are from chicken embryo but it is not stated, The same is 

true of capillaries and small veins. Again @ shot of the whole em 

bryo but ite fom and the pulsating organ in front are not explained. 

By starting out with a mode] and then with « naturalistic draw- 

ing of the heart with all large vessels and naming these veesels, 

the film uses exactly the opposite approach from that desired, 

namely from the complicated to the simple. A diagram of the sec- 

‘tioned heart is again ¢00 realistic, showing ell the trabecles end 

therefore not giving a clear concept of the four chambers, again, 

on the drawing of the heart the nanes of the vessels are labeled, 

Only after showing a frog heart follows « simplified, atimated dia- 

gram of the heart beat which, however, is so poorly organized that 

it ean hardly be waderstood, The animation of alve@bi and capil« 

leries does not explain what they do, In the body circulation 

agein a miero shot of an enbryonic artery is shown ae if it were 

# human one, In the animation of capillaries in muscles, suddenly 

the term “lymph capillary" appears although the concept of the 

lymph eysten hae not been touched in the film before, 

In the diagram of lymph flow, the superficial and deep vessels 

are shown filling at the same tine. 

 



  

Demonstration of arterial elasticity in a rubber 

tube through which water ie driven from a bulb, Howe 

ever, the water flows out ina steady stream, sometimes 

stronger, sometimes weaker; while from the rigid tube 

it flows out in squirts. Title: "Demonstration: Bles- 

tic tubes (like arteries) absorb unevenness of flow, .Rigid 

tubes do not," This is perfectly true but the demonstra« 

tion does not parallel the actwel behavior of arteries and 

veins, Title: "The preseure of the blood in the arteries can 

be measured” + but it is not explained what bleod pressure is, 

Ab extremely long sequence vainly tries to explain the prin+ 

Giple of blood pressure measurement by diagram and LA, first 

showing a mercury instrument and thea with a manometer. 

Demonstration of superficial veins, stopping the flew by 

by preseure which ie not explained, hon miero shots of em 

 bryenie veins are shown, again no indication as to difference 

in rate of flow, A lengthy sequence shows a beef vein being 

filled with water which does not flaw out because of the valves, 

the vein is turned inside out and the valves are filled with | 

water, Then it is turned right side out and demonstrated again, 

It is now out open end the valves again demonstrated. A diagram 

then shows tees flowing from the bottom to the top, stopping, 

ang the valves Glosing, However, why the valves are necessary 

and when they function in the blood flow is not explained, ‘hen 

an experiment is shown on the arm which is welear, ll 

  

ss 2 aS ; 

  

 



oem 

motor Sontsol.: 4 long~drawn-out sequence shows one ring 

each pul oh one finger of the left and right hend, one hand immersed 

in hot weter, the finger awelling, end the ring sticking to it: the 

other han! immersed in dee water, and the ring cannot be pulled off 

  

the finger, A photograph with overlaid animation shows unexplained 

impulses running fron the brain, The parts of the instrument are 

shown but its principle is not explained, especially it is not 

showh that water is being filled in and ocmmntcates from the cali~ 

brated tube to the glass cylinder in which the hend is, 

The two ring experiment « the diagram shows only the principle 

of the cold effect and not that of the heat. 1% ts not explained 

thet the running dots represent the irritation of the sensory 

herve transwitted by the brain to the vaseular nerve and result~ 

ing in constriction of the veersl, Aloo the reduction in sice 

of the vessel is so indictinet as to be of no value, 

Shen an experiment is show in which it ie demonstrated that 

the volume of the hand inereases during sleep end vice versa, due 

to filling of the surface blood vessels which is not explained in 

a title. The technique of the experiment iteelf is not quite 

Clear. ‘The calibreted tube im which the water ie measured is 

shown at tremendous length in the film, but the principle of the 

arrangement is unclear. Finally, a title states that body tempera~ 

ture is constant in heat or cold, with shots of men shoveling in 

the heat and a man with Sled doge in an arctic atmosphere, | 

The biological function of the enlargement of surface ver- 

Sels and viee versa is not explained, 

 



CIRCULATION (1929) 

  

The first tinge is confusing, looking like a    
network and not bringing out the structure and flow 

of the blood. The business with the white and black 

dots, the chicken embryo circulation, is confusing 

because ce ees follow a great number of dots at 

the same time, 

Arteries, capillaries and veins in the chicken 

are shown but the difference in size and function not ~ 

brought out. A heart model with cut-off vessels. Every 

part is labeled but it makes no sense since form and 

herb Lins’ if ann 7 tale te. 
functions of the vessels hes not been explained previ- . 

ously and cannot be brought into relation with the s wok: 

heart. This is followed by @ naturalistic drawing of whale 

the heart which is successively sectioned in a diagram. jf & ADs 

This is not much clearer than the model, apart from fed - “Lal 7c | 

showing the four chambers of the heart. All this o le = ieee? : 

material is quite static and can be taught better with -/ patok va ae 

the help of good illustrations. Anubeating;<igelated frog 

heart is shown, but it is not stated that it is taken in Ae bel “ff 

   

  

slow motion, The pulmonary circulation in diagram very fo cade ee 

uiclear. Alveolar circulation Le shown in successive, propel te anew 

enlarged diagrams, the last one showing a completely 

unclear epithelial cell with capillaries. Again, suc~ 

cessive, enlarced diagrams show a capillary between 

muscle fibers although the number of diagrams is in 

no relation to the simplicity of what is being shown. 

Again the confusing business with black and white dots 
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to illustrate the exchange of Q. and COs and food and 

waste. The speed of the blood is quite different in 

the microscopic shots and in the diagrams, but this 

difference is never explained. The return of the blood 

through the veins is agein unclear. The presentation 

of the lymphatic system is egein quite unclear, and 

appears as if it were a network rising up from the feet 

to the neck. ‘he statement that the lymph carries di- 

gested food is incorrect. 3 

A mistake of the film is to tear apart what be- 

longs together. ‘Instead of giving first a clear, - 

simple, diagramatic presentation of the circulatory 

System, it shines: oaty details which cannot be under- 

stood because the understanding for the total struc- 

ture and flow is missing. ‘The diagramatic and ani- 

mated details are very poorly visualized and confusing 

by themselves, The 1918 films by Bray on the heart 

and on breathing are vastly superior in clarity to 

this film. 

Illustration; The first diagram of man. 
Diagram of chicken with dots. 
Alveoli. 

Heart model. 

 



CIRCULATION (1929) (Supplementary Note) 

Course of blood, Ascending from the feet up. 

Chicken embryo circulation. Apart from being visually unclear, 

it. is incomprehensible for students because the principles of placenta 

circulation have not been explained. Instead of clarifying human 

circulation, it makes it even more confused. Arteries under micro- 

scope are from chicken embryo but it is not stated. The same is 

true of capillaries and small veins. Again a shot of the whole en 

bryo but its form and the pulsating organ in front are not explained. 

By starting out with a model and then with a naturalistic draw- 

ing of the heart with all large vessels on haming these vessels, 

the film uses exactly the opposite approach from that desired, 

hamely from the complicated to the simple. OP acres of the sec- 

tioned heart is again too realistic, showing all the trabecles and 

therefore not giving a clear concept of the four chambers. Again, 

on the drawing of the heart he hanes of the vessels are labeled, 

Only after showing a frog heart follows a simplified, animated dia- 

grem of the heart beat which, however, is so poorly organized that 

it can hardly be understood, ‘The animation of alve@bi and capil- 

laries does not explain what they do. In the body circulation 

agein a micro shot of an embryonic artery is shown as if it were 

e. human one. In the animation of capillaries in muscles, suddenly 

the term "lymph capillary" appears although the concept of the 

lymph system has not been touched in the film before, 

fe the diagram of lymph flow, the superficial and deep vessels 

are shown filling at the same time. 

 



CLEA WINES 

CLEANLINESS ~ KEEPING THE HAIR CLEAN 

Health -- Hair washing, care of brush and comb -= The washing 

procedures == Instruction of children. 

A dull and slow film without explanations and motivation. 

Washing equipment shown may not be available everywhere. 

December 23, 1942 

 



CLEANLINESS — CLEAN FACE AND HANDS 

Health -- Hand washing at home and at school; face washing -- 

The washing procedures -~ Instruction of children. 

A slow and dull presentation without explanations and motiva- 

tion. Sofme procedures are unclear despite the slowness of the film. 

Part of the washing equipment is too elaborate. The nail cleaner 

used by the girl is dangerous. The inspection method applied by 

the school teacher may help to spread disease. 

CONSULTANTS; Doctors Myron Wegman, Eva Tonteare. Irwin Ross and 

Ruth Rothmayer, R.N. 

December 23, 1942 
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Congress in Chicago October 19293 

  

Medical Films, USA, 

Clinical Congress of American College of Surgeons, Bulletin of the ACS, 13:5,1929,._= 

The following films produced by the ACS were to be shown at the 19th Clinical 

The Diagnosis and Treatment of Infections of the Hand 

Intestinal Peristalsis 

Blood Transfusion 

Prostatic Hypertrophy 
Inguinal Hernia 

Simple Goiter 

Acute Appendicitis 

Breech Presentation 

Rabies 
Ectopic Heart 
Amyotonia Congenita 
The Normal Heart 
Test of Vestibular Function 

. 
have 

In addition some of the films "thought +o/ ms unusul interest and merit" were 

to be shown, "What is probably the first general exhibition of such films in this 

country (color films) will be made at the meeting this year." 
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June 21, 1944 

COLLOIDS IN MEDICINE: produced apparently before 1940; 20 minutes; sounds 

black and white; sponsored by Crooke's Laboratories; produced 

py Mertong Park Studios Production; director, M. F, Cooper. 

Film begins with historical reminiscence showing Graham in his laboratory 

explaining to visitor the difference between crystalloid, tolloidal substances. 

Then the proverties of colloidal solutions are explained. tne Tyndall beam is 

shown and the examination of a solution with the ultraetiicroscope. Brownian . 

movement. The vreparation of colloids? dispersion method developed in 1881 whereby — 

two electrodes under water are employed. The chemical method of preparation 

is explained by dividing the weight of the universe by one million until weight 

gf a colloidal particle is reached. Explanation of electrical charge of colloids 

Aoctication of colloids in medicine is shown in the testing of cerebrospinal fluid 

with colloidal gold and the anplication of a gum solution for transfusion;— 

Sequence follows showing the products of Crooke, ampules, bottles and other packages. 

The film doesn't live up to its title, doesn't show enough about application of 

colloids in medicine. Essentially it is a film on physical chemistry. In addition, © 

the last sequence and the frequent mention of the sponsor render it a sales pro- | 

motion film. 

The presentation is not first-class. it is lergely verbalized with the commentary 

spoken at a rapid speed. There is very little animation although the explanation 

of colloidal ~tructure and properties would be an excellent subject for animation. 

(Incidentally, the cube which is used demonstrating division of surface is larger 

then lec. as pretended). 

  

If the film is acceptable at all, it may have to be revised in this country. All a 

the sales promotion stuff should be removed. Of the remainder it is a question whether 

2 version limited to the physical chemistry alone might not be better than one : Z 

including the very sketchy medical application. 

ansfg 

   



— Sout S. ae ms ¢ Mucation fer U. S. Public Health Service 
ntor: Castle Films, 30 Rockefeller rine New York 20, New York 

  

Suecessful operation of croup chest x-ray services requires the coopera- 
tion of local and State departments of public health, local health amd tuber- 
culosis associations, public health nurses, industrial physicians and nurses, 
x-ray physicians and technicians, The mass x-ray is done best through some 
large community center and the essential procedures are the same whether done 
in a factory, school or ome other center. A preliminary conference is held 
with representatives from employees, management, local health departments and 
plant or local physician, public health nurses and the sponsoring committee, 
In this meeting questions are answered, processes explained and objections con- 
sidered, It is explained that the x-ray reports go direct to the examinee at 
his own home and are held in strictest confidence, Centrally located room 
usually selected by physician in charge of the unit. Some requirements: at 
least 18* x 20°, preferably with two doors, one for entrance, one for exit, to 
keep traffic flowing smoothly. A place by window where x-rays may go out of 
the building. Light proof place, such as a closet, for developing films. 205~ 
245 ACG eurrent necessary. Sponsoring committee carries on publicity. The equip~ 
ment is transported on truck. Every piece of equiryment has its om place so 
any empty space indicates missing part of equipment. It is unloaded in order © 
for setting up. Light proof hood equipped with grid. Conplete darkness or 
safe~light necessary to handle film. Competent team ean have room ready in an 
hour. lead sereens must be used to protect from radiation. Test run on equip- 
ment. petnintans sever wee Tungeshves for Sask sans hecnna et de constant 

 @xpesure to x-rays. obing is no longer necessary in mass radiography. 
This system uses miniature film, camera photographs the resulting fluoroscopic 
image on the screen on small film, Card filled out when each person enters 
the room, photographed directly oh the film in plece of the usual lead numbers. 
Posters around the room answer meny questions. 12 adults in every thousand 
found to have reinfection of TB. With the methods shown here 400-600 can be 
-werayed in a working day. Film developed at end of each day, to be reviewed 

_ by MLD. in charge of project next day. 100,000 films filed in one cabinet. 
Form letters sent out if check-up required. With a few adjustments the equip- 
ment can be readjusted to make large pictures necessary for check-up. All 
suspect cases given personel interview, listed for follow-up by local health. 
demrtment, Statistical report the aah job. 

      

This is a technical film intenied for physicians, x-ray technicians, 
public health nurses, community leaders, management and labor. It presupposes 
the knowledge of the need for chest x-ray surveys; it is therefare not a 
propaganda film, What the film does is to cive a genemlly clear ani under- 
standable picture of the involved procedure of organizing a mass x«rey survey 

and of the technical requirements and conduct of the operation. The techniques 

_ shown are modern and up-to-date, Important ae SOE SES ee points: 

 



a - Pie . 2 

the mobility of the equipment by use of a truck; the method of photographing . 
the fluoroscopic picture on miniature film; the possibility of x-raying without 
the need for undressing the chest. From an international standpoint the film 
seems to be important because the method is applicable everywhere, provided 
SERPESS sak PRUNE. 1 CEES. 

  

This film should. be gubuitted to the Division for International Health 
Relations, USPHS, to consider its international applicability. If it is desired 
to use this film’ at all the question of language versions should be. considered. 

Reviewer: Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D. _ 

Date: 4/9/47 | 

 



    

Subject Classification; COMMUNICABLE DISEASES 

hs inst pun’ of the fkin Geeve tin vesious types of Mlapeces tnmenttied 
by the sandfly. In Patacei fever there is no indication how the parasite is 
transmitted by the sandfly. Throughout the presefitation of the various diseases 
there in an the whens very little indication of the pathelegy. The picture con- 
centrates on symptomatology and geographical distribution of the diseases, With 
the exception of the Veruga Peruana it is hardly possible for the non-specialist 
to differentiate between the various types of cutaneous and subcutaneous diseases, 
The distribution of the diseases is indicated by travelogue~like shots from the 
location in question while the narration gives the name of the location. Since 
quite a number of diseases are dealt with it is generally very difficult te re- 
tain this infomation. On the whole it. ean be ould tint this pert of the file 
is poorly organized because (1) it does not give a sufficient visualization of 
the pathology and course of each condition, 2) the aymptons are not filmed in 
enough detail for analysis andi differentiation. Altogether this part does no 
more than illustrate in a rather superficial way the occurrence and appearance 
of the conditions transmitted by the sandfly. In the part on sandfly control 
it is not indicated what type of survey and planning has to be done prior to 
outside DDT spraying. The technique of spraying itself is not shown in a de~ 
tailed way. The emount of information in this film is too large for easy assin- 
ilation and appears crowded. The best the film can do is to give an initial 
survey on this group of diseases. 

  

Reviewer: ‘Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D. 

Date: 5/26/47



  

: Shows a number of mitotic divisions of celle in tissue cultures grown 
essa It alse shows several triploid 

* 

  

: Siee ether Sites br. ths sith mates thie oun ten entnn in empties 
elarity ond magnification fundamental cell processes which could not have 
been visualized in any other way. Yet in this film too there is no inter- 
pretation of the visible action which would be essential for understanding 
by non-specialist aulionces. 

  

ealenan. ‘Seelcotes to wthsiet aber dgesiahtete. appears unnecessary. 
it aceopeen the eather should be weuatet to furnis:: a — to go with 

  

a adolf Hottemhawer, u. 

- Date: 3/19/47 
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p we cupttaniien 3 Loan: In New York State, (Loan applica- 
cm made via the respective State Health 

    

ne: sp Che £0in Aeiin untshy with the agqeerense and Gotetindion 

Dae ie, sath caged vidinaesh es etal hk Siaeick eels geen 

in the United States, Differential diagnosis with chickenpox, the modifying 

effects of vaccinia and two methods of vaccination are also considered, Al~ 

though inadequately produced and poorly organised, the film is of value for 

learning the recognition of the disease, particularly if presented as an inte- 

gral part of the classroom teaching on smallpox. 

  

Audience: Phyeicienss medicel students; public health personnels nurses.



A title states that recent outbreaks of smallpox (in New York State) 

have shown very mild and ecnfusing signs and symptoms, which nonetheless present 

valid diagnostic criteria. Five cases from a family outbreak demonstrate the 

diversity of appearance of the lesions end their relative uniformity of distri~ 

tution, A severe case fron another outbreak presents a good illustration of 

distribution of the eruptions; a mild case with few but typical lesions fron 

the same suall epidemic provides a contrast. Five varied canes from a locale 

ined epidesic in @ mental hospital present a range of clinical manifestations, 
two with the "Buddhe” distribution of pustules, A title indicates that varicla 

is modified by prier or concurrent vaccinia; two cases with few and scattered 

but typical pustules show the effect of vaccination. A title makes clear the 

need for differential diagnosis with varicella, chickenpoxs three cases, one 
of great severity, illustrate this contrast. A malignant and severely toxic 

case with a generalized rash of henorrhagic, confluent pustules is shown. 

Titles give the diagnostic points to be considered in suspected smallpox, 

along with warnings regarding "chickenpox" in the unvaccinated adult. Cen- 

gultation with specialists and iscletion of suspicious cases is recomended. 
Vaccination is discussed, and the multiple pressure method is demon — 

strated, The single scratch method of vaccination is denonstrated on two 

patients, The iumne reactions of four patients ere briefly shown preceding 
a brief concluding title, 

    

Content: The film seeke to demonstrate the difficulties in the diagnosis of 

mild forme of emallpox cases which do not manifest classic diagnostic criteria. 

It also contains a sketchy section on the methods of active imeunisation by 

multiple pressure and single scratoh vaccination. The case records ere higtly 
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" @Mustrative of the range and distribution of lesions in this now infrequently 
seen disease, ‘The film is limited to an examination of the distribution of 

the superficial lesions, and is only concerned in a minor and verbal way with 

the identifying details of the lesions, the classic distribution of the lesions 
and the full pleture of the total snallpox syndrome, Therefore, the film can 

assist in the recogaition of the disease, but hardly in ite scientific under« 

standing. The performance of the vaccination techniques is not impressive; it 

lacks the precision and deftness which would be desirsble in a model demonstra- 
tion. Moreover, the sin; scratch technique ie now obsolete. 

and provided with @ sound track, consists of a series of more or lees static 

- gage records, followed by an inadequately presented sequence on vaccination 

techniques, The range of possible lesions is not sethedically developed, either 
from mild to severe, or the reverse. The visual approach fails to make unforget~ 
table the recognition of the total syndrome, a lack which is not remedied by 

"mention of mech specific detail in the narration. Photographically, the clini~ 
cal footage is fair, but there is little thoughtful analysis by the camera of 

the nature and distribution of the lesions in the cases shom, Indeed, there 

de hardly an adequate close-up in the film, and one never clearly sees either 

the vesicle, the pustule, or the hemorrhagic base of the pustule. Similarly, 

the essential details of vaccination technique and of ite results are diffi~ 

cult te distinguish because of the absence of close-ups. In addition, the 

handicaps of shooting in the field end the lack of competent direction are 

seen in the inadequate lighting, the distracting backgrounds (ge in the hones 

and institution) and in the problems of filming modest female patients. More 

expert editing could have improved the film, although the slow) pace end | 
repetitions are not amies, The narration might well have been less verbose. 

   



  

oe ene ae a 

Effect: The flim is of very high interest, despite ite serious short- 
comings of presentation, The recognition of smallpox is of great importance 
te every physicians and a motion picture is an excellent means to teach 

identificetion of thie fortunately rare disease, The dramatic nature of the 
lesions is certain to hold the interest of physicians, Enough clinies) 
material is dencnstrated in this film te drive home the variability of the 
eruptions and of their distribution, However, the fila is in no sense analytic 
Gf the eusRipex ayndrens, and nay even confess the orientation of the stedan 

- «Af not carefully used. Because of ite poor presentation, the vaccination se- 

quence may not even be of value as a review, 

     

  

inat: sn ‘oti. be amet eneteh. te ths Sumbtes af the mint 

Lectures ani reading should beth precede and follow the soreening, in ender to 

assure recognition of details of lesser clarity and to correlate the material 

in the film to the total picture of the disease. | 

  

Deceaber 1950 Reviewed by New York State Medical Society 

Copyright 1951 by Medical Film Institute of the Association of American Medical Colleges 
 



  

keand=white, 29 minutes 

  

    
rack: Straight commentary and dialog 
tributor: Navy Department 

Film opens with pilots being briefed on the softening up of a Jap-held island prior to invasion. On plenes' return, 
pietures they took of terrain studied, and invasion planned through grassy low-lying land along river. Marines infiltrate 
Shrough this tall grass. Battle casualties from invasion are light, but soon men are brought in from jungle with terrifie headache and fever. It looked like m@laria but blood smears were negative. First clue were eschars—~black buboes. On 5th day spotty rash appeared. It was serub typhus, also known as mite typhus, Japanese river fever and many other names. Teute 
sugamushi in Japenese means lemarrons bug” Headache: and 
prostration are intense. Racking cough, low pulse rate at 
first, fever of 103=¢4. Patient gets sicker. Pulmonary conges- 
tion develops. Cyanosis and more rapid pulse. Edema prominent. Blood test positive. Patient has great trouble resting and bad 
Greams get worse, in some cases amounting to delirium. There are mo vaccines, drugs and sera for thie disease. ‘Treatment 
can only be supportive. High calorie diet, sort and frequent. Most cases pulled through all right between 16th and 20th day. Temperature dropped to normal after series of drenching sweats, pulse, heart and respiration return to normal. Patient is | 
wasted after edema subsides. Gonvalescence takes 1-3 months. : There are no aftereffects. 1200 cases on this island, 136 died. 
Some places have lower mortality rate: 5 out of 100, while others run to 10, 15, or 20 out of 100. In Japan the mortality may run as high as 40%. In the planning for invasion of another dap-held islend the aerial reconnaisance photes suggest suspicious topography to lecturing medical officer. He points out the type 
of grass fields harboring rats, other rodents and mites. He 
describes these mites, tiny red things which carry rickettsiae. 
Adult female shown in animation laying egg, life cycle of result follows. oni peer has only 6 legs. Needg a blood meal in order 
te develop. Usually inserts its proboscis at a hair follicle, 
Anjects saliva, takes in blood. Animal shown was infected with 
riekettsiae. Does not affect chigger which drops off, forms ‘ chrysalis, nymph, goes underground, emerges ag adult and vege~ a 
tarian md harmless to men but carries organism passed on to off- 
spring which, with salivary injection, goes into victim of the chigger's bite. The rickettsiae continue to be messed on to suc- 
ceeding generations in geometric progression. Rodents and birds in these areas keep the rickettsiae alive. Only solution is ine sect repellant and impregnation of clothing. Everything to be used in landing is treated, especially socks, since chiggers hit feet first. Impregnation material prepared under the direction of a Medical Officer. Thorough mixing important. All clothing 
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must be dry to keep the mixture from diluting and cusere adequate 
impregnation. Ag dimethyl pyrate irritates scrotum slightly 
shorts are not treated. Every garment marked to show it has been 

_ treated. Effects of treatment last 1 month, still effective after 
15 minutes in fresh water or 30 in the ocean. Men in this in- 
vasion apply repellant to exposed areas. Camp site checked by 
commending officer and medical officer. Any vegetation cleaned 
away by bulldozer. All scrub burned so that rate and chiggers 
will have no hiding place. Powdered sulphur sprinkled on 
Cleared arees. Living quarters are decked. Nothing left expeent 
where rate could get at it. Men not allowed to take any chances. 
There were a few cases among those who were a little careless. | 
Extra precautions did not interfere with reguler activities. 
a symbol shown. 

  

Although dealing with a subject of preventive medicine the 
film is rather an crientation or indoctrination film thma scie 

~ventific one. The story is highly melodramatic and makes ample 
‘use of hackneyed devices such as the profuse and obtrusive musical 
acconpaninent or the lecturing medical officer. There are pere 

s too many words and not enough pictures in the film. From 
a ehinee a standpoint the film is not quite sufficient. As a 
natene of fact some of the symptoms are only described in words, , 
with rich musicel background, but they are not shown. The appli- 
cation of the film is not quite clear. It seemed that it was 
designed for all personnel engaged in invasion operations in the 
Pacific although for this purpose it may have too much scientific 
detail. It is not suitable as a film for medical audiences. 

    

Not suitable. 

Reviewer: Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D. | a 

Date: 2/14/47 | 
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‘Training Section, Potomac Annex, Duilding 2, %oom 30h, Washi 

  

— FLAGUE CONTROL (Havy Code No. 1t-Lolg) 

lém, coler, sound, approx. 900 fie, 25 win. 

   

  

of SNinin SeBehe Producer? UsGe Ea vith F De 7 EID erT oT | TN. 

aS buti ont Suber "$96.19, cantie : Filme, whe Park pcx New York 29, 
cant Nevy Depertment, Burean of Medicine and Surgery, oo 

pee 5 Jee 

    

    

, Statenents An arresting film on epidemic plague, its clinical aie 

  

7 iatstions, ddagnosts, epideniclogy, distribution and techniques for its 

control. Presentation is verbally well-orgenixed but visually uneven and 

slanted to a military andience facing contact with native populations in 

| endemic Plague areas. The principles taught will find application wherever 

‘plague is @ potential or active public health preblem, even oe pori ions: 

of We film are now obsolete. 

Setence: Medical students; public health workers, including sanitarins 

- engineers; medical practitioners (in event of an epidemic)s students 

of medical entonola | 

     



  

views of a witure on a rooftop, & dead body in a tropical village street, 

an active family of rats, and the cycle of transmission of plague fron 

rat to rat by means of Fae: Te extreney! gravity of epidemic plague 

is introduced through pictures of clinical cases of the eorwed forns of 

the disease, netably of bubees. Techniques of palpation and aspiration 

of infected lymph nodes are shown, Narrative emphasis is placed on pro~ 
‘tection of the personnel who must exenine patients, corpses and rate. 
Such protection is heightened for the pheunonic ences of Plague, where drop- 

let dissemination is a grave hasard. ‘the technique of smear preparation 

from infected tissues is shown; and there is a clear photomicr 

the stained Pasteu e) “ pestis. The exantination and dig 

cadavers is presented in shots and words. The world-wide distribution of 
plague in tropical areas is outlined by means of shaded maps. | | 

demonstrated for preliminary survey of rat populations. Techniques are 
shown for exdlectien of rate and of their fleas for preparation of plague 

cultures fron rat tissues of tests for rat infection by guines pig inogu= 
laticng, and finally of mapping of infected urban areas. 4 rat destruction 

campaign is outlined and show in brief shots including metheds of trap- 
ping, baiting, gassing, and starving the animals through elixinstion of 

feeding sources. Methods for the rat-proofing : 

The attack on the flea~infested native quarters includes dusting with IDT, 
quarantine, a passport system, destruction of native quarters, end the 

| “tal personne). by use of proper clothings vaceinaticn ani the unusual aseptic 

precautions iavelved in management of this very dangerous disease are shown. 

A summary of the modern attack on plague is stated in a terminal title. 

    

       

         



mation missing from the film include: 

_ areas by means of a fog wiich will destroy fleas which cann 

otherwises the newer techniques of applying insecticides in residusl, sprays; 

tices ‘are seen all tec often in the procedures here photographed. 

    ttert The film gecks broadly te cover the entire pieture of epi«~ 

  

sess ne every usin facet, and to do this for a wide variety of aili- 

tary audiences. This film is a visual textbook chapter. Criticisns directed 

veri ffl content stem largely from the fact that the film has been cute 

dated at many points by advances in methods of control and of therepy which 

have been developed since the tine of film release. 

      

    application of DDT to redent , ste 

  

the newest. ratekillin: 

  

g agents such as 10803 the recent important results | 

~ in the field ot antibiotic therapy for plague which have sharply redveed 

| mortality £ 

  

iguress and the present controversy over the value of plague vac- 

eines. The narrative apologises for it, but very dangerous bare-hand pri ‘ 

The natert- 

    

: als filmed are those of a very real place, time and escanten, the authenticity 

end impact of the cases and of the epidente proper give the content the 

quality of a scientific doeunant, Wich enemas be connedled by the — 

lecture narrations 

    

r sentati : The substance of this fila ie so ertpping that the flaws of 

sentation are likely to be overlocked and minimize 

organization ie inclusive and constructed after the model of a textbook 

  

chapter. Tt does not seek to separate the transient (i.¢. treatments, 

methods of rat ccntrol, ete.) from the essentially timeless elenents of its 
story (i.e. clinics] material and epidemiology). Because of this, re~ 

editing is now necessary to bring the film to current optimum usefulness. 

The film has a soundtrack lecture continuity rather than one of torial 

  

| continuity. ‘There is an overloaded narrative, with nie frequent dise



ow kw 

Sociations between track and screen. Ayparently the Mim is edited from film 

pieces not originally oneeived together. matey sapere of the file    
    

    

| cn -Ykach of the photography is of field energency shoots | 

z (dees many of the sunlit African scenes came off overexposed; ¢ 3 

eit togethors The amination wight have been better conceived and enocutede 
The film is only moderately well done in s filmeraft sense. It is vafortie 

nate that a film on so forceful a aubject, which sight well have been a nile 

_ of visual teaching in tropical medicine was a partial sacrifice to 

: ve eset t Epidemic plague is one of the mont dramatic of al diseases, 

and even today possesses the audience psychology of the “Black Death", This 

is the actual raw material of the 191) Dakar epideuic ("rench Fest Africa) 

and is exeeedingly real and gripping; and the exotic African settings hed. ghten 

=~ foreeful. audience reaction. The film is inclusive, packed with data, end 

ean be relied upon to transmit the major facta about plague, despite its — 

 glements of obsolescence. The medical student, the student of tropics) medion 

Gina, of bacteriology, of public health alike find the film of high impact 

to begin or fortify the learning of the disease plague. | 

                

the audience should be prepared in advance regerding the ‘time and place 

of the film's production, ani the shorteomincs of certain date. Any subse 

quent discussion cenm,y if necessary, highlight the scientific mivances, It 

should -e possible to purchase the film and self-edit it for better classe 

roou utilisation. ‘this would permit elimination of the obsclescent portions. 

    

Reviewed by a Metical Film Institute Panel and 
New York Stee Hedical Society Penal 

Prepared by Ray Trussell, Mode, and 
David 6. Ruhe, W.3. 

Copyright 1981 by Medical Pilm Institute of the Association of American Medical Colleges



      

Gumi, 35mm, black-and-white, silent, 10 minutes 
Author and Producer: Dr. Warren H. Lewis — 
; i Wistar Institute, Philadelphie 

i 

    

        

In this picture Doctor Lewis shows macrophages, in liquid tissue culture 

media, manifesting an extraordinary phenomenon, described by him as 4 result 
of the study of motion pictures, which he has termed “pinocytosis." The 
filmy fringes of the cells are in constant activity--weving and folding over 
on themselves, enclosing globules of the surrounding medium. The enclosed — 
globules can be seen to be carried toward the center of the cell, where they, 
after persisting for varying numbers of minutes, gradually gow din and dis- 
appear, Both normal and rat sarcoma cells are showin. | : 

  

   

_ Like Dr, Lewis other films this one is of great value for research and 
‘teaching. Yet even more than the other films the interpretative material is 
needed here, This is necessary for a precise understanding of the action 
and changes of the cells pictured. — oo a 
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“Medical and biological audiences. — 
    

BS RAB? Bitee, te 4 toe) 
aaa Rta oe nserseiescanste tim erat tes ON eos is 

Reviewer: Adolf Nichtenheuser, M.D. 

Date: 3/19/47 
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| Subject Classification: CXTOLOG 

NORMAL AND ABNORMAL WHITE BLOOD CELLS IN TISSUE CULTURES (1940) 

16mm, 35mm, silent, monochrome, 16 minutes | 
A tho: BT a cer: Warren H. Lewis, Dept. or Enbryology,      

Carnegie Institute of Washington 
Wistar Institute, 56th St. and Woodland Ave., 
Philadelphia, Penna. | 

  

The film shows, by means of cinemicrography, white blood 
cells in cultures derived from normal and abnormal blood or 
tissues. In particular: neut le leukocytes; eosinophile 

. leukocytes; lymphocytes; mononuclear leukocytes; myeloblaste; 
myelocytes; lymphoblasts; large lymphocytes; macrophages; 
Langhans’ celle; epitheloid cells. | 

  

The film gives a most impressive picture of ite subject by 
means of sheer magnification of the cells. By this, the strue- 
ture and movements of the cells are made visible in extraordinary 
detail. Still the film is merely a brillian record, but does 
not have the treatment of an instructional film. There are no 
titles to explain the structural details of the cells, and no | 
superimposed markings to point out these details. The differ 
ences of the various cell types-are not pointed out by titles 
and juxtaposition. The development of the cells is not shown 
in continuity, for which animation would probably be neceesary. 
The nature of the film renders explanation on sound track ade 
visable; and if this were possible, addition of superimposed 
Markings and other supplementation might also be considered. 

  

e
e
 

Physiologists, biologists; medical and biological students. 
_ Perhaps also of general interest to general practitioners. 

  

- Suitable as it is, within the limitations indicated above. 
Decision might be delayed until more physiological films are 
reviewed. in case of acceptance, it is suggested to communie 
cate with the author on the need of preparing explanatory 
material to accompany the film. 

Reviewer: Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D. 

Date: 12/10/46 

 



  

Subject Classification: 

  

   

  

   
   

   

   

md Content shows mitotte dtviston tn fioroblasts as asen in tissue cutture 
(geliers iain 4 series of different mitoses is presented showing proce 
_—— division in typical mennalian cells. . ae 

  

ae The inteenis nipitithaethion diheuma | on: the sereen plan ‘tee: speeded | 
movement of the cell action pemits unique visualization of structural eee 
seaente Nevertheless, the film is merely a cinematic record that can be 

al malyzed only by the trained cytologist, Yor this 
. ‘tion, possibly in printed form, would be neede@d = 

nee for onan experienced viewers, The film is of high value not only because of 
Le xtraordinary y eceeenhee or its Ag na but ne because a eke _ 

   

  

    

    

a e ? ewer: “adont Hiehtomeuoer, MD. 

: = 3/19/47 oe 

    

      

   



    

Dental te is the most common “of all dental diseases. As example, 
animation shows normal first pre-molar: ‘the microscopic structure of pulp, 
dentine, the enamel and its euticle. Cuticle wears away. Znamel is 99% in- 
organic, mainly rods comented together. A bacterial colony acts first upon. 
the rods, which appear as a darkening area, Decaleification begins as con- 
cave depression. Disease may quickly reach dentine, and its tubules, hen 
‘bacteria reach these large areas sensation can be felt, Fibrils contract and 
‘become knotted. Bacterial infection now goes on. Penetration and caries 
process quicken, Fibrils may caleify eni slow caries process, ‘Disease pro- 
eresses to pulp. Fibrilleblasts go through a series of changes, finally be~ 
come shredded, Allows bacterial entry. Severe trouble now, Pain first . 
symptom of pulp invasion, iask of sireviation of tenth caus es —s 
root. Tatas af oot is now necessary. 

  

A very 7 good presentation in animation of the yresene of dental caries. 
‘It can be assumed that this film was made predaninantly for students of 
dentistry and dental technicians, Its pace is ‘oite rapid and presupposes 
knowledge of the subject. Dhe one of the narration is omaha’, on the erin 
and brick wide. . 

    

Appears suiteble. 

Reviewer: Adolf Mehtenhauser, M.D. ree



"SWAB YOUR THOPP Ras 

  

(1948) 

From Stone Age man gnawing « bone to modera mn, repre 

sented by NeGorkle, a sailor vhese food consists chiefly of 

sandwiches, icecream and other kinds of soft food, He does 
not Like the toothbrushing routine ané his lasinoss and ie 

nee, represented ty two uely figures vhich emanate from 
out of his pody, dissuade him from proper oral hygiene, 

The result ~ the defects in his teeth are not visible but 

cause bad breath and make MeGorkle not exactly popular with 

the lates, feothache prevents him from attending a dance 

and the usual remedies, hot water bottle, ise and drops, are 

Yail, Ho has to submit © the drill of the dontist, 
vat with the reltef of ns acute pata the treatment ie no% 

hile hie shipmtes swim and pley football he is on 

the way to the dentist, during the sumor and he is still on 

the way in vinter, Before he ean leave the treatment he has 

to lara hov to brush his testh and then tries to indoctrin- 

ate bis shipmtes, While he is doing this, the correct 

mothod of ‘toothbrushing is shown in animation, as is the 

prepar 1 use of dental floss, While he 4s still eri tictehag 

joothbrushing method bf his friends in the terminology 

of a dentist, the flim closes, 

Comms ‘This film could not possibly be in greater contrast 
to the o a "Ora Hygiene," “The main stress here is on motiva- 

tien waa fe expvecced tn terme very lees to every one in 

    

of no | 

  

over. W dle 

       



~~ 

1s done dy moons of denteting the very obvious disadvantages 
tin g from bad breath and inetd lity to participate in 

the ‘meaoures of normal life, and the length and discomfort 

of dental treatment, ‘the whole film fs only some @ minutes 

ne eer emeneates ovens not longer than 

    

i a ae os a es 

pper ant lover and central teeth and outeide and inside that 

every ons vas sure to lese the orientation 

brushedy fn vhiloh vay end where, In adatts 
film not only was the speed distorte 

toothbrushing vere shown, 

This fle was. nade by United — in a es 

- mi plain deteil, Yor instance, éuring tho 
soene of the dental treatment the imge from time to time 

“vibrates violently and the patient himself is not visible 
but only hie hand, with fingers clenching and unclenchings 
How for thie treatment was effective, not only in terms of 

laughs bat in terms of making mon follov the routine 

  

    

| ‘MaCorkle 8 foie se ae 
MeCorkle jews bendaged, eiunes 

Ignorance on either side, 

 



    

“ORAL # ral BN” ~ Produced by Dental Scheel with the Bureau 

ef Medicine and Surgery. 

First tithe in ting letters, Another title in form of 
 Ghart explains the resulte of unclean mouth, tle deseribes 

material for oval hygiene, ‘oothvrashes are shown spread out 

on table, {, axplains function of dental floss, Dental floss 
ie demonstrated, , gives instruction on how to use At ond 
this is demonstrated, @, describes proper type of toothbrush, 

This 16 shown, Denonstration of toothbrushing on model, in 

| great detail with explanatory titles in between, Rrtromaly 

long sequence shows in GU's actual toothbrushing at elowed~ 
dy but At 4s not indleated that t 4s slowed down, 

Result of peor teethbrushing shoving periedontia, 7,1 Brushe 

ing vill take two minutes, Cleansing of tongue with same 

toothbrush, Series of titles gives advice on various forms 

of ants % ces and why and when they should be used, Mone 

Of the dentifrices is showm, nor is their different effect 

plained, Rinsing of mouth, 

            

    

    

owl ag wating bruth on soap and working up a lather 

between the Uristles, M) title explains vhy brush must ary, 
%, advisce purchase of natural bristle brush once « month, 

and on repost ’ é the whole procedure after every meal and 

at night ™ adviees on proper diet, esting of green veget~ 

       



melie, A shot showed dirty lunch counter and at~ 

tendant with sore on mouth, 

OMNIS: he flim does not give any motivation for following 

the routines apert from the chart at the ¢ indies ting 

the results of unclean mouth, ‘he procedure of this film — 
appears 80 tine-eeneuning and meticulous that nobedy will do 

it, especially not after every meal, as scommenced, it is 

| interesting during the whole toothbrushing sequence that no 

thing ie quite abstract, explained by 

model ond on satual sate, The only shots in vhich sailors 

appear are at ‘the end when an unclean restaurant is shown, 

Due to the fact that the demonstration of toothbrushing is 

chown at ®low speed, the vhole procedure aspears to last even 

longer than a is, I¢ is not indicated whether the brush 

should be cleaned vith hot or cold wmter, ‘the type of 
tmont plu the tininess of the lettoring exe evidence 

that at. ‘ta time the principles of mking training films 

were ett anikno wn, 

  

eating , 

        

sailor ts seen; everyth     

      
 



    

| duction with shote of laboratories, treatment room, 

Ctr, séiabing out the general duties of the dental techni- 

‘lan vho fs a specialist, Toud uusic throughout, After 

introduction: Keeping room and himself olean, preparation | 

for routine exemination, Three instruments are shown and 

‘maned, but the shot is too brief, Cooperation vith Dental 
Officers keeping of dental record, the technician must op 
erate the X-ray machine and take the A-rays, He takes 

smears in case of gum infection, OU shove spreading of smear: 

"Smears are spread thinly on the slide so that organiems will 

be visible under the microscope," He fixes and stains slide 
and places St under the microscope, ready for the DO, He 

then develops the X~rays, rinsing, fixing and washing thom, 
He ghecks their quality and files them, 

Ano ther appointment, for restoration of cavity, The 

technictan cleans equipment and instruments and arzanges 

iastruments on working table, He operates the saliva ejector 

and the alr syringe, helping the DO keep the area dry, He 

then mixes cement and amalgam, | 

Duties in all surgery demonstrated with a woman techni« 

clan, Chemica and heat sterilization of instruments, laying 

them out, ‘Preparation of room for operation, duties of tech- 

nician during extraction of tooth. She works withiiR0 « 
Washing ond sterilizing of instruments after use, 

Oral prophylaxis, The technician vorking on his own in 

         



Daties at sea vhere he has to work in cramped quarters 

and gan apply what he has learned, Film ends showing 

clans" insignia, first with one stripe, then two, and finally 
three stripes, and the insign&s of the Dental Corps, 

COMMENZ: ‘This is om the whole an excellent orientation film, 

It shove much better and in much shorter time what words could 

never demonstrate 80 clearly and concisely, Obviously, the 

film is aot taken from the viewsint of the technician himself 

but from that of an observer, The approach is dual: (1) it 

shows hiss executing his duties; (2) it alee gives a general 

tdea of the technicues he has to perform sueh as making of a 

ide or stork lasing, After seeing this film, any new tech~ 

nician vill have a fair 4den of wheat he will have te do and 

an implfod {don of vhat he vill have to learn, 

WUSZRATIONs Any shot shoving DT at work with D0, 

                 



      

oduve is ghown completely, No élagrammatie presentation. Rx» 

geliont from a photogrghia point of view, espeoieiy the view of the upper 

arch fru below, Frequait MS af dentist, Comuentary fic wither ventd and 

Growled, no youses, Te cam, however, be followed hy a dentist, the flim pre 
eupsoces experianee In dental teaimiquas, If does not explain the basic 

tachaiqucs, but the perfornanag o? @ godiftestion., 1% ie therefore not a 

training film for etudnte, It is o fireteclage fila on temwied pre 

lgned for the advanced dentist. Boo many long shote throughont 

         



Subject Classification: DERMATOLOGY--RESEARCH METHODS 

   Proctor and Gamble 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

  

Content: 

The purpose of the film is to demonstrate research 
methods to determine the factors in soap that cause 
skin irritation, change in the fat content and in 
the mineral composition of the skin. It is shown 
how the Proctor and Gamble laboratory applies and 
develops methods for the investigation of these 
problems. Irritation is tested by the rather 
troublesome arm immersion test as wéllas by dif- 
ferent types of patch tests and cups filled with 
goap solution applied to the arm. Simultaneous 
tests on one individual. Methods to determine 
loss of skin fats and changes of mineral composi- 
tioi 

Comm 

     * 

nts: 

    

As a film this is an average, somewhat clumsy 
production but it shows clearly what it wants to 
show. The film does not deal with soap chemistry 
as such and does not explain the physical and 
chemical principles of the action of soap on the 
skin. It limits itself to the demonstration of a 
great many laboratory methods. The results of 
these studies are not clearly shown in terms of 
their objective, which is the improvement of soap 

‘manufacture. This objective, incidentally, is of 
iittie medical interest. However, the film may be 
of interest to specialists in the field ef dermato- 
logical investigation and laboratory techniques 

a8 well’ as to physicians studying methods of skin 
testing. | = ; | 

Recommendation: 

  

fo be examined by subject matter specialists 
as to the indicated possible value. . 

If accepted, 
1. Foreign languagescountries: trans~- 

cription of narration necessary . 
&. All countries: information or litera- 

ture on the laboratory techniques shown. 
Se It is suggested to remove the music at 

the beginning and end of film. | 

Reviewer; Adolf Nichtenhauser 
Date; 12/26/46 
 



sare | Subject Classification: DERMATOLOGY-~PLASTIC SURGURY 

16m, silent, color, 35 minutes | | 

tributo & Geck, Inc., 57 Willoughby St., Brooklyn 1, N.X. 

      

    

Content: 
The film was made at an American hospital in Britain | 

Guring the war. The treatment of burns of hand and arm caused 
‘by or or flashes of explosions as they were frequent 
during the war. The objective of the treatmént is prevention 
Of infection. and stiffness. Foor resulte of inadequate treat~ 
ment are shown first. The right procedure consists in early 
diagnosis of depth of wound, pressure bandaging in position of 
function; and plaster casts. The cast is soon removed for in- 
epection and immobilization continued. Defects are covered by 
ekin grafts. Painful burns are irrigated and enveloped. Uo 

The film contains a great deal of information also impor 
tant for peace time burns. However, the organization of the 
film is rather inferior. The film contains about 70 lengthy 

- titles which put together without interruption by pictures would 
probably yield a readable article. The flow of the pictures is 

- gonstantly interrupted by these titles and since the visual 
treatment iteelf is poorly organized it is rather difficult to 
obtain a consistent picture of the techniques shown. — 

  

- Not suitable. 

Reviewer: ‘Adolf Nichtenhauser, M.D. 

   



  

The organs of the mouth and esophagus are shown in drawings of the 

head with suecessively appearing legends naming the structures, Hov~ 

ing dashes are shown over the salivary glands but it is unclear what 

they mean. A man is seen adding water and saliva to a substance in 

two dishes. He holds the bottle with the substance in front of his 

chest but the angle of vision is so large that the label] on the 

bottle cannot be read (it is starch). ‘The diagram shows swallowing 

but the esophagus is rigid. 

There is a drawing of the stomach with successive lettering. 

A simplified histological cross section of stomach wall and larger 

nistological view of secreting gland. This may be meaningless for 

children who have no previous training in interpretation of his« 

tological structures. ‘he laboratory technician adds artificial 

gastric juice to cooked lean bent. 

Animation ~ faking X+ray of stomach movement. By Xeray we 

study the stomach in action, ‘he intestines. Nothing on function 

of liver and pancreas. Histological eross section of sual] intes+ 

tine. Shot of peristalsis in animal intestine (taken from film of 

Mayo Clinke, without indicating that this is not human intestine). 

Diagrom of villus showing absorption by "lacteals" end blood, 

but villus remeine rigid, 

Diegran of lymph flow, quite unclear. Large intestine, again 

with histological creas section, Film ends auddenly. The whole 

film has not the slightest relation to what the eubject neans for 

a child, 

Most of the film is purely static and could have been shown 

better by illustrations, In this film it is clear that ap attempt 

    
 



is made to cover the whole subject without regard to whether or 

not the film mediun is needed, Apparently it 4s simpler for the 

_ teather to show the whole subject than to teach every aspect of 

it by the appropriate medium,
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_ DIGESTION (1929) 

Producer: 3 
Distributor: © 

Sale? 

For rent 

Appraisal: 

Eastman Classroom Films 
Eastman Classroom Films (sale only); many educational film 

libraries. 

$24.00 
from libraries. 
13 minutes, silent, black and white; 16mm. 
Study guide available. 

Accepted. 

Senior high school, college; also for lay audiences... 

The film may serve in the elementary teaching of the subject. 

When shown to audiences without previous knowledge of the 

subject and of basic histology, the film requires elaboration. 

Otherwise it can be only partly understood although it may 

still give a rough impression of the structure of the 

digestive tract. 

This is an elementary presentation of the digestive tract, 

done for the most part in drawings with animation. The film 

deals with the following items: mouth and espphagus, actidén 

of saliva on starch; mechanism of swallowing; the stomach, 

its form and histological structure; action of artificial 

gastric eee on meat; stomach peristalsis; liver and pancreas; 

the small and large Mate atieac: their histological structure 

and peristalsis. 

The film gives a survey of the anatomy of the digestive 

system, with some histological detail, and indicates the 

function of some of the organs and structures shown. The 

presentation is correct with the exception of a few points’ 

the duodenom is shown as part of the small intestined and 

not as a separate unit; it is not indicated in the film that 

the X-ray of the stomach peristalsis is not an actual . 

Roentgen cinematogram but an animated drawing based on a 

series of Xerays; likewise it should have been stated that



  

DIGESTION (cont) 

Appraisal (cont): the photographs of intestinal peristalsis show animal 

organs; the villus is presented as a rigid structure, 

with no indication of the swaying and pumping movements. 

The main weakness of the film is that much more is shown 

than is explained by titles and insufficiently worded 

labels. (It does not matter that the information can 

be found in the study guides; it belongs in the film.) 

Furthermore, some important functions and organs like 

salivation, swallowing, liver and pancreas are rather 

insufficiently presetited. On the whole, while the film 

cannot be regarded as too skillful and inspiring a 

presentation, it will help to convey some basic information 

on the subject. 

(Reviewed with Dr. Roy Upham, Associate Piofeseur of 

Gastro-Enterology, New York Medical College) 

 



po 
DIGESTION (19232) 

The organs of the mouth and esophagus are shown in drawings of the 

head with successively appearing legends naming the structures. Mov- 

ing dashes are shown over the salivary glands but it is unclear what 

they mean. A man is seen adding water and saliva to a substance in 

two dishes. He holds the bottle with the substance in front of his 

chest but the angle of vision is so large that the label on the 

bottle saan’ be read (it is starch). ‘The diagram shows susltowing | 

but the esophagus is rigia. | 

There is a drawing of the stomach with successive lettering. 

f A simplified histological cross section of stomach wall and larger 7h 
Sieiiacceat eesiaannsaccissaes sew CHF 
  

histological view of secreting gland. This may be meaningless for acnrf 

children who have no previous training in interpretation of his- jliewt to 

tological structures. The laboratory technician adds artificial ¢ me 

gastric juice to cooked lean beef. 

Animation ~ faking X-ray of stomach movement. By X-ray we 

study the stomach in action. she intestines. Nothing on function 

of liver and pancreas. ‘Histological cross section of small intes- 

tine. Shot of peristalsis in animal intestine (taken from film of 

Mayo Clinic, without indicating that this is ast buen: iatestine) 

Diagram of villus showing absorption by “lacteals" and blood, 

but villus remains rigid. 

Diagram of lymph flow, quite unclear. Large intestine, again 

with histological cross section. Film ends suddenly. The whole 

film has not the slightest relation to what the subject means for 

a child, 

Most of the film is purely static and could have been shown 

better: by illustrations. In this film it is clear that an attempt 
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is made to cover the whole subject without regard to whether or 

not the film medium is needed. Apparently it is simpler for the 

teacher to show the whole subject than to teach every aspect of 

it by the appropriate medium, 

   



THE DIGESTIVE TRACT, PART Ii 

‘Superimposed drawing of intestine with gue 

without labels. Situation model. Gadaver demonstration, Model. Cadaver 

stoneach, Pilling of stomach on dadaver. T: "an ulcer may develop io the 

stomach. A ruptured ulcer, like © leak in the plumbing system, must be 
promptly clesed, and the passage of food may have to be sidetracked,” Book 

iliustrations of ulcer with pointer going back and forth without explain- 

ing the sketches, Preparetion of stomach ulcer, A shot shows drawings 

of 2 lesking tusk tea kettle, ® leaking stomach end a leaking water tenk, 

Then cones the shot of a beck illustration showing a sketeh of stomach 

dusdenum snastomosie with a pointer going back and forth with no explana- 

tion whatsoever, Weither the form nor the function of the stomach is 

explained, A small intestine is taken from the mode] and practically re- 

moved from the field of vision so that the kidneys are exposed. Six 

seconds of tvo hands kneading suall intestine of cadaver, f: "Phe amall 

intestine where digestion and absorption continue", f: "The large intestine 
whore digestion and absorption continue and waste is eliminated,* Hands 

pulling out lerge intestine in cadaver, Peristaksis drawing of exbipiticikas 

caterpillar, & swollen abdomen and a water hose and tap, After this « shot 

of @ patient is shown with distended abdomen where the trained eye Gah see 

& patholegical increased peristaltic wave. Peristalsis in exposed intestine, 

Tz "adhesions." Drawing of a party with tangled streauers over the tables, 

'& trey of tngled ridbons and en open abdomen vith adhesions which can hardly 

be distingsished, LA of operation with demonstration of adhesions. Drawing 

of appendix, normal and distended, LA of cherry stone, Three convused opera- 

tive shots of region, Drawing of dynomite fuse wmder gasoline tank, instre- 

ive lobel®. A model 
eg gee.     

  
 



mente hobding up an appendix, Drawing of doctor examining patient with 

feaily in background in mortal terror. LA of GU of appandestomy by — 

seuterization which is hot explained. Shot ends with appendix being : 

severed, so that audience believes that this finishes the operation, Ts 

*fransillumination of the appendix to visualize the Pecoli ths! aNaXaRIMes 

the spleen, Model of entire abdomen = pointer points toe and around spleen 

and panereas, LA of cadaver, Liver, Liver ie indicated from model and 

turted around. Gamera rewnings centered on model, LA of cadaver. 

Lil ustrationas 

1. Drawings of adhesions, 

$. Illustrations of uleer, 

  

REM, II | 

f: "The Gall-Bladder ie @ pear-shaped sac which lies under the liver. I¢ _ 

ptoxes the bile vhich is discharged into the intestine as needed,” Denon= 

stration on small amimal in a shot which shows a shot of operation, %: "Gall-— 

Stutiar stones may form in the gell~bladder when the bile thickens. ‘They 

may block its flow and cause gangrene of the gall~bladéer, which. requires 

removal.” Book SLiustrations of stone bladder with bladder in upsidedowa 

| position, XnRay of stones, Specinen of gell-bisdder being opened with bile 
shooting up - bladder dissected end s tones exposed, T: "A distended and 

distorted gall-bhadder direetxan: bean : kox containing stones", 

Demonstration of bladder divest and in transilimsination, ‘Chronic appendix 
and. stone bladder in same patient. Pathological, specimen, : "Zhe organs 
of the digestive ayeten are perfect even in the newborn", "Denonstration 

of the digestive tract by the Pacumo-Viscera method",  "Pneumo-Viscera! is 
sothod conosived and designated by the author.to demonstrate the various 

     



organs of the body in = position (4n situ) by inflating then with air", 

Some oxtremely miserable snd hardly dietinguishable shots pretend to show | 

inflation of organs, “The Bpighottis serves as & trap~door bo prewant 

food fren pasting inte the vindpipe". Epighotsia shown in the arces- 

Becton of @ head without movement, A wan eating an apple. ‘Then it is 

shown an superimposed atination, Gourse of food through intestines, 

Zitie peieeten that food fumishes substances which are absorbed by the 

voay, Whole cireulation chart shows absorption of foud by blood. 

     


